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Ben Paynter()
 
...and everyone wants to be described as the guy with the eyes that burned like
rocket fuel, eyes that burned like a jealous sunset or a lonely hell and no matter
what he did, it couldn't be hidden.
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(fate)
 
it’s there you
know it, i know
it, hell
it’s been there
since who knows
when was
a young
boy out
the back door
screen porch
a
night
sky
laughing
at the
turbulence
the stars
chattering
with lonli-
ness, all the
lined up
prophets
pointing
to
etc…
 
Ben Paynter
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3: 20 A.M.
 
you wake up
to darkness, find
you've fallen asleep
reading again
the 3: 20 train
rattling away
towards memphis
towards st. louis
to new orleans
the night goes
on and on and the
train rolls
heavy past, all
rain drops
falling from
a greedy sky
you wonder
when it all
falls
and fades
and withers
will they
remember
me
 
Ben Paynter
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5 A.M.
 
a clutch of nothing, you wish
for the dream to return, to
feel the tip of touch and let
the fingers dance mad once
 
again, it's night and I am
climbing stairs to the attic
of my mind, where you visit
from time to time, I have
 
pictures wrapped in cherry
cloth and stones to throw
your way if you chance
to visit this place, again i
 
wonder where dreams go
to die, picture room of
stone with one chair, a mirror
facing it, growing old, and me
 
repeating, repeating, wake
up, wake up, with lips and
mouth and how the mind melts
at this, just a moment
 
it begs to breathe and
coughs and I am four years
old and running to the river, you
see yourself in ripples, water
 
droplets pinned to earth, see
yourself calling out, wake
up, wake up,
the meter's running.
 
Ben Paynter
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A (My)  Story
 
Those grey hills, perpendicular
to slanted clouds, I was young
so young, and everything
was coming or going or
falling or dancing, and
horizontal trees
sprung from
sideways cracks in
ornamental haste.
 
I realized, too late
much too late
that I was running
away,
not towards,
not against,
but away.
And the little houses
all clapboard paintings
of a place I wanted
to call home, were stains
of laughter meant for
someone else.
 
Now I speak to
the hills of my youth
and tell them:
If you tell someone
a story
any story, maybe even
your story
and you spill it and spell it
and behind you the gray
hills are still searching for sun
and the sideways trees
reach out to you
but they have thorns
and brittle promises.
Then run,
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run and never regret.
 
But
if you tell someone
your story and they drink
it, gulp it, and come back
for more words about
the why and how
of you, then run
to them, maybe even
write them in to
that story of yours.
 
I say this having
still never
run towards
anyone, anything.
 
But this is my story and
I wear my story like
a badge of courage but
tell everyone
it is just for looks.
Those grey hills
I still see them
oblique and sidelong
falling from the fog.
 
Ben Paynter
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A Blueprint Of How It Was
 
photograph this now
because I don’t think it
will last for very
long.
 
paint this picture with
night and a hint of
gray,
and hope
that it will stay for
morning.
 
record this moment
so I can play it back
tomorrow
when everything
goes back to how
it was.
 
and now
do not wish upon
my
star
unless you wish
to become it.
 
Ben Paynter
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A Chess Game, Life
 
desks sit in rows
like prison bars
next door a telephone
sings hurry songs
i watch leaves fall
from trees
watch dust
gather dust
on windowpanes
 
this is life
played out with wooden pieces
programmed for
success
 
i sell my soul now
i sit with stone pawns
i move when hands
move me
i answer
the tele-
phone
 
yes devil
i've come to sell
my soul
 
Ben Paynter
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A Dawn, Somewhere
 
i am more than merely
wondered at the swift dawn,
even the how of light drifting
in and through these eyes
 
these light baring interwoven
pieces of my past, all lovely
littered deep with twisted dreams
sung carelessly away
 
the notes hung like spring leaves
eager for the summer sun
of indifference, gleaming rusted
red over this dawn
 
these eyes hung worn tired
all glass blown with images
dark swirls on moon white canvas
yellowed in the morning
 
Ben Paynter
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A Form Of Looking
 
Were you to know me, as I have known myself,
to watch the night moon fall heavily alongside
the river, let the current take you anywhere, as
my heart has led me by a tattered string. you
 
have not found me. why are you looking for
a part of me in old churches, the dust books,
the lined stores and poor lit basements. I am
no longer there, but look for me at night-
 
time when the windows are curtains to the soul
and there is firelight where all the lamps are burning.
look for me in quiet morning, when the eyes,
just waking from sleep, see only a portion
 
of my sins. I will not be where you have looked before,
not in the doldrums, not in the cold bed I rose from
this morning, not in the whiskey, rum, or beer.
I am not there, though I have been many nights.
 
It is a road, old cobblestone, a smooth blacktop
night running helter skelter into a blue morning.
to know me you must become a part of me.
the moon is down, the river's running mad again.
 
Ben Paynter
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A Goodbye
 
it was a black night it was
full of everything that fear
is made of or wishes to.
 
i asked for a chance to hold it
all like a spoken word in
a thunderstorm. it left with-
 
out leaving a note, even the
way the door slammed said
nothing, i felt a piece of me
 
break off i did, it's an old cold
town where you were, it was
sometimes a dark road other
 
times it was a sunrise on a
quiet water, there is now a
puddle dripping through the ceiling
 
after the rain came and went
and came again, i came and went
and now it's yesterday and you
 
are making the bed and there
is sunlight coming trhough that
smile of yours, it was a goodbye
 
day it was, the way you took
the paintings off the wall along
with the pictures, we were boxed
 
up we were, it's dark in here
without you and the madness
pours down like rain
 
Ben Paynter
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A Maybe Should Have Future
 
I read your words
over and over like a habit
I tried to quit, you are probably thinking
I'm the one who is lost in this story
you are probably thinking, just another
maybe love song
that didn't sit just right.
 
sure, I was lost, I drove across the
bones of the country just to find
a rhyme, a reason, a way to get away.
and sure, I've felt my ribs as a cage
and wondered if a heart floats when
It's full of love and whiskey, but I
can't tell you that.
 
I read your words and drank my coffee
I read your words and leaned back
all the way in my chair until my
world tilted and vertigo and flight
meant the same thing.
 
in the future, your future, I'll maybe
be driving. I'll maybe be lost in the
ribcage of some broke down town I
wanted desperately to understand. And maybe
I'll think of you and turn the radio up
with the window down
with my hand out, tracing the wind
with my eyes closed
I'll dream of you, maybe, as the miles
pass. I sure was lost, and maybe,
that's all I should have
said.
 
Ben Paynter
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A Memory Of
 
we learn
with mouth
teeth tongue
the way
it’s done
always we
are touching
the ice
smoke mirrors
swallowing
trying to
digest
the hopelessness
praying to
the sun
statues, gods
of our
fathers
all the
stones falling
from mountain
tops
i’ve got one
and it’s
you
 
Ben Paynter
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A Mockingbird, It Isn'T
 
It isn’t much I’ve seen,
just a couple sunsets
in the great grand
scheme of things.
Tonight I ask
where has the moon
gone off too.
 
It isn’t much I’ve heard,
just a city writing songs
on cracked apartment buildings;
it’s metal bow and streets of violins.
Tonight I ask
why have the birds
not returned for spring.
 
It isn’t much I’ve felt,
not shame for anything I’ve done
not guilt for anything I’ve said.
It’s bitter cold outside
there is a mockingbird
at my window blowing smoke.
 
Ben Paynter
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A Moon, This Night All
 
I up-
ended the
moon, dear
wanted to
teach you
how gravity
is not to be
trusted
 
those tides
you set your
clocks to
set their
clocks to
other clocks
 
we are, all
of us, merely
trickled down
redundancies
 
where i
was going
dear traveler
was a home
I dreamt of
once in a
drunken
slumber
and how
I saw you
there
naked at
the window
and staring
at the
moon
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Ben Paynter
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A Night Spent Unalone
 
leave me to my silence
and I will leave you to your laugh
leave me to my darkness
and I will leave you to your past
or let the silence take you
and let me share your smile
while the darkness is around us
if only for awhile.
 
Ben Paynter
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A Phone Call
 
a moment of silence
the phone rings, you
are answering it
there is never time enough
 
to say hello, how are
you doing, the family
is alive, as am I, you
are walking out the
 
backdoor, a screen slams
onto wood, a frame you
were once a part of, where
are the candles lit, who
 
blew them out, silence
swallows another moment
words are perched on
the dry tongue, sullen
 
at the culmination.
three years and it’s
the click of the receiver
the connection running
 
through the wire into
the wall and the heart
is not a something
that loves any longer
 
operator, how much does
love weigh? a dial-tone?
a scale full of dust
collecting in my chest
 
Ben Paynter
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A Poem Which Answers No Question
 
You wrote this poem. Not me. In fact
all the things I ever wrote were just words
that tumbled out of mouths I loved.
I didn't write this.
You did.
Even in the woods, when we were younger on our backs
watching the trees and taking notes of how they intertwined
with sky. You jumped up,
you said 'This tree, this is the only one that matters.'
I was curious, and wasn't it just another
tree. But no. You told me it wasn't. You told me this one
would outlive them all. Maybe it did.
Maybe you were right and you ran your hands
down the bark and dug your hand deep
into the knot on the side.
'Do you feel it? ' you asked. And I didn't. Maybe
never did. But you wrote this, this is your poem.
You could have made me feel what you felt.
Even if it was all pain and madness.
 
Eventually,
I wrote a poem, you said, 'These words are plastic, ' and I said
but they are durable and reusable and you laughed
and rolled a cigarette but didn't smoke it.
Just to make a point.
I wrote another poem, two poems, a hundred. And you said
they're still plastic. What did you want from me? Don't you remember?
This is your poem. These are your words.
Fine,
then have these, wooden words carved out of old oak and
dry maple. Is this what you wanted? Words that stick in you
like slivers? That burn when you hold your matches to them?
What's more, you smiled, and I smiled, and we all fell down.
I felt something. I felt heat.
Is this what you meant when you asked if I felt it? All those years ago,
is this what you felt when you had your hand buried
in the knot?
 
Then later. Here is the river, this is my hand.
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You took it and I felt what I think a river feels
as it falls over a dam. Now it gets interesting.
In this part of the story it's lucid
and no one is sure who the hero is. It might not even be
either of us. Here the tree drops it's leaves and starts to
lean. It's the wind, it's the soft dirt, it's the virus in us all.
 
I should be mad.
I want to be mad.
Not at the tree but the story.
Your story. Now, in this act there's a willow tree.
in this willow tree is a question.
in this question is an axe. But,
you said 'Go' and there I went, then
I said 'Go' and there you went.
In this story the sentences end with
unspoken secrets.
 
Is this the story you wanted? Now what,
I'm on my back and needing sleep. If
I write this part just right will you join me?
I have a sliver in my blood and it's
working it's way
out.
 
Ben Paynter
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A Rattlesnake, I Am
 
Try this,
stand on one foot and tell me
that you wanted this, hop on
one leg and speak from your heart.
Or,
better yet, say nothing, but tell me the story
you wanted.
I'm listening this time, even though I didn't then.
 
I had dreams in my ears, I had a drink, I had
two drinks. I wrote this off as a means to
an end.
 
The cold nights curled
like a rattlesnake in the back
of an old car, rusting away
around your bones, hearing
a sigh, wanting to warm you.
But I was cold blooded, I'm
still cold blooded and there
was nothing warm enough
for you until
the sun came up.
 
Then you told me there was, another, a child
and I wanted to ask you if you've seen blue,
(because I didn't know what else
to say) , and maybe
real blue, not that ocean, or sky
not that marble, or even, your eyes. Definitely
not those.
And now you. Your mind. It's wandering.
and wondering.
And I'm still a rattlesnake with
cold blood and on long nights
I blink my eyes, my tongue writhes.
My skin is no longer the skin
I was in when you knew me.
I shed it long ago, left it
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near some rocks on the
south side of the largest
mountain I knew.
 
There was sun
and warmth and I still shed
my skin, as often as I
can. I scrape it off with questions
cold as dawn, I'm here
looking up
and isn't it still a mystery
how ugly things can happen
under a blue
sky.
 
Ben Paynter
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A Red Light
 
flashing
stop, stop, stop
the magnitude
of repetition
the way
a heart beats
and goes on
beating
 
there was
time enough
today, I
thought of
my first
poem, what I
wished to
say and
what I
never quite
had
 
there were
times, I thought
and rethought
stumbled over
niceties, words
full up
with empti-
ness
 
these bits of
sand and heat,
slipping
into glass
 
repetition
like first steps
we try and solve
the riddle
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Ben Paynter
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A Reminder, This Is
 
back alley blistered
raw hands clenched, while
retching last night
into a corner,
I’ve been there.
sitting back
against the cool brick
to spit,
I tell myself
I’m young.
 
riding buses past
broken farms and
black dust,
remnants of a
generation,
I’ve been there.
nose on the glass,
dilapidated America
mile marker 59.
 
last night even,
staring up
through the ceiling
at stars I couldn’t
see. there was
a moment
in the plaster
that shook me.
I was there
at the beginning
before you,
 
and I was
fine.
 
Ben Paynter
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A Riddle
 
i picture you
on an old swing
writing mad poems
about leaving this
place
 
it’s all a matter
of who can
hold their head above
the water for
the longest
 
look little girl, it’s all
a goddamn joke, laugh
and it’ll all hurt less
 
the riddle of it is
the less we care about
it all, the more it all
seems to matter
 
we can’t have that
can we?
 
Ben Paynter
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A Search
 
skin slick
with prayer,
last look at
thin layered
clouds hanging soft
from feathered
thoughts.
I thought of you,
and felt leaves
fly thickly
from tired trees
hung down.
I picked a dream
and imagined what
it would be like
to be
found.
 
Ben Paynter
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A Seed Grows Without
 
you plant the seed, deep but not
too deep, water it enough, but
not too much, sit back and watch
the word alive take root, become.
the presumption is that without
can not last forever, the presumption
is that one word must lead to the next.
the progression, the life, the blood.
you make sure the seed has sun, but
not too much sun, shade but not too
much shade, the balancing act, the
way you pull the hat low over eyes.
the explanation is the want of
everything to a certain point, want
of nothing to a certain point. until
you have it. the irony, the cold. the
way the weeds grow tall without
anyone, how life goes on without
you, are poking holes in dirt, testing
the density, checking the water, look-
ing for stones, you are realizing you
were too careful with it all. you be-
came a fossil, buried too deep, down
too dry, too dark, you have practiced
yourself away. there is rain coming in,
you are watering seeds anyway, as if
to say, hurry
break out, break out,
I have not spoken in three days,
and need to.
 
Ben Paynter
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A Song Unsung
 
a harmonica
slip silver
shine relfecting slim
shadoews of love borne
words muttered simply
to air worn ears pierced
with golden lies and
halos meant for innocence
not known, not born
bought for the price
of bland solitude, marked
by moss on the trees,
 
try
to follow the stars home
i've got all that i can take
the melting
ice in august
meant for winter dreams
crushed by sunsets full
of drinking,
singing all these
walls are thin,
hear the
water in the rain
the way
a thought drips
down the glass
 
Ben Paynter
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A Study In Gravity
 
and o my dear
the ears lay low, you're
humming the song of cold
feet dancing down
the street to keep
warm, it’s ok, all a
dream the closed eyes
you touch, the heart falls
down and around the
bottom of it all, the
great big well of wishes
there’s little to be left,
dried up with words,
night falls,
stars fall,
eyelash falls, we
only wish
when falling.
 
Ben Paynter
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A Swing, It Is
 
the puzzle of it
the forth and back
push, pull,
please go
i miss you
the swingset
when you were
a child
weightlessness
trying to
get away
there is never
any escape
from how you
feel.
 
Ben Paynter
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A Walk Through Withrow Park, And On
 
And in the orchestra of Withrow Park,
I’ve searched for meaning in the violins.
Within the strings I’ve held my breath,
within the breeze that tosses scarves
 
around. I’ve held my lungs closed tight
enough so only I can hear
not any sound of air or even
my own breath upon this life.
 
But here the night is slowly rent
and all the questions I have asked;
Is there meaning in this life?
Is there silence in a sound?
 
Bare themselves upon myself;
it’s you I think of in this place.
Beneath the trees and city lights
and question more and more and still,
 
But do not ask a stranger what
he fears the most, not even that.
But ask him all he’s ever loved,
and that will be a greater answer still.
 
Ben Paynter
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A Way Of Farewell
 
saw you walking by the blue bridge that crosses the river
not far from the dockyard where the boats come in
from Louisiana, from Mississippi, from Missouri, they were
low in the water and full, full, full. you were walking and it’s been
four years now since it was I and you and this and that, all
done up with plans and ideas, grandeur got the best of us dear. I was
reading Kerouac and watching you like the old days
when we’d sit in bed and make plans until we got tired and
read till sundown. you were always reading romance novels
and I was always telling you that’s not how it happens,
that’s not how this world is designed, it’s a dream and
you knew it, knew it better than I maybe, still you read
them and I read Johnson and Okada and Palahniuk
and you told me I was too bitter sometimes
when you kissed me. it ended after we walked by the
lake and you were picking up only the ugly stones and
throwing the smooth ones back. you were saying
the ugly ones were the only honest ones “they got guts” you said
and I told you I had to be honest and needed to leave. we
talked for a while after and you told me you were
in love again and I told you be careful and then I said I
was in love again and you said be careful and we were
both so careful that we ended up alone again for awhile.
so it goes and we kept in touch, then less and less until
it was a wave maybe a whispered hello in passing a
blush or glance when in public. it was what happens
when no one is sure what to say, what happens when
everything is gone, it was the sound of leaving. now you are
off I hear, heading east and making plans. you’re in love again,
I want to say be careful but we don’t exchange looks or
waves or breaths or sighs any longer. it’s been four years
and I am sitting on a hard backed bench reading Yeats, reading “growing old”
reading “never give all the heart”.
it’s been four years and
I’m finally saying goodbye.
 
Ben Paynter
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Accusation, The
 
do not tell me how i feel inside
i have masks and masks
and many masks for my masks
and what you see is rarely what i am
were you to see me as the inside
of the mask sees me
touch my honest sorrow with cold
wood or stone or obsidian
as black as the soul that i am somedays
you would shiver and look away quickly
no soul can handle the deep honest
truth if seen so close at hand
you were talking today about
how i am never as sad as you
on the day our child passed away
you are sleeping when i am working
on the many masks that day takes
you were looking at my face
when you said it when you should
have been glancing at the ground
seen where the mask leaks
ten thousand tears
sizzling in the sand
 
Ben Paynter
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All My Pen Ever Says
 
there’s been many a night
in the darkness of
alone
where I sit with
the reaper's hand on
my shoulder
 
and before he leaves
he always says
see ya someday
but I never much
care because
he tells a mean
joke
 
and the lights of the city
are dimming
and the leaves on the trees
are changing
and the bell in the church
is tolling
 
and I can’t stop it
 
so many nights
dueling the shadows
and changing seasons
and all my pen
ever finds
to say is
 
is this it?
 
Ben Paynter
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Among The Settled Dust
 
the story goes that
man left everything
inside and outside
there was a shell
that he called skin
with holes for eyes
with holes for ears
with holes for breath
that leaked and let
the word out, the
story goes he tried
to board up
the eyes
the ears
the mouth
tried to keep
the birdsong in, the
story goes a woman came
in with a storm
and left him stripped bare
left the eyes blinking
the ears ringing
and the mouth gasping
for breath,
careful brother
you are weak
and  trying to
rebuild.
 
Ben Paynter
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An Animal, I
 
I think I knew these trees
when sweat, like many hundred prayers,
fell off me
and into the ground.
 
I think I knew these trees
as sunlight struggled and sifted,
all gilt edged and phosphorous,
with morning.
 
I think I knew these trees, the same
ones that creaked with wind and talked
amongst themselves, at night when
the moon lay down in branches.
 
I too lie down
at the end of the day with my thoughts
and they are of all
the many littered space of dreams.
I think I know these trees.
I sit in their branches.
I too cry out, when the wind
blows, and you, are the sometimes
knot over which I grow,
and grow, and grow.
 
I think I knew these trees, and maybe
they knew me
as an animal,
as some young thing
that never put down
roots.
 
Ben Paynter
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An Attempt
 
I gave you flowers
I picked the best ones I could find
(even though I had never picked flowers before)  
they had ants in them
they were covered in ants.
I know that now, along with
everything else.
 
I lost myself in the fields
I lost myself in the forest
I lost myself in search
for the perfect rose. You hated
roses, the smell, the look. The fact
that they are love and death.
I know this now. I never gave you
a rose,
but I almost did. I almost
gave you exactly
what you never wanted.
 
I found you lilies
instead.
They were yellow and orange
and full of ants. I put them in
a vase, an old
whiskey bottle, I filled it
with water.
(we all try to fill
something)
I set it on the table
for you.
I wanted you to love what I had
dragged home with me.
 
But the water pushed the ants up.
The water rushed them out of the flowers.
I should have washed them.
I should have picked you flowers that
didn't want to eat themselves
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and everything else. I
know that
now.
 
I did my best and now
I'm buying poison, placing it
beneath the counter, next to the
heater and old picture frames.
I'll kill them all
or at least convince them
to kill each other. Then
you'll see what I've brought for you.
The yellow
the orange
the smell of a field I wanted
for you. I tried
my best. You won't see
the trail of
exoskeletons
trailing off into
the corner. I'll wipe them
up, I'll bleach the
floors. You'll be home soon
and I have work
to do.
 
Ben Paynter
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An Old Friend
 
nighttime comes, an old friend
moonlight on piano keys smile.
I do not know how long it’s been,
other than awhile.
 
let the dogs bark, let shadows
come and go to bed and rise.
there is nothing more than
washington street.
no yesterday,
no next time try.
 
the shops are closing,
now the lights are turned down low.
all the moths have found their death
I walk where I’ve seen others go.
 
the cities gone.
disappeared in all its metal rust.
the moon went round the river bend
the bitter clouds all vanish into dust.
 
this is an old cracked trail friend,
I walk
to walk
with you again.
 
Ben Paynter
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And All The King's Horses And All The King's Men
 
the secrets out with a bird song.
this morning rose like a sunset
and everyone agreed that
something was ending.
 
and a red breast robin sat
high in a tree, preened his morning
coat, looked down on the world.
imagined himself a hawk.
 
and there’s a child outside my
door, begs to come in because
I haven’t smiled in some time,
and he misses kite flying.
 
and everywhere quiets slowly,
imagines itself somewhere, the
sun imagines itself a moon, this
hand imagines yours.
 
but nothing flies today, the
robin does not fly, the kite
does not fly,
and in a dusk down field
a hawk kills his prey.
 
Ben Paynter
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And As The Days Go
 
in some ways I wanted
to tell you this but
i’ve always
hated phones the way
you laugh and it’s only
because you need the
other to know you’re
smiling,
or yell
and grind your teeth
loudly
loud as you can
so they know you’re
full up with anger
 
and the letters take
days to get anywhere
you’re left with
an envelope
and a stamp
and a paper cut
and dry tongue
and any other way
seems inhuman
 
in some ways i wanted
to tell you, the way
you told me
‘we fight too much’
you said
‘i want a man
who treats me
like a princess’
 
well,
you said
you liked
Bukowski
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then i sent letters
starting with
dear, i have
been saving
my pennies in
an old coffee can
been saving
what I can for
that tiara you wanted
 
eventually and as
the days go, the postman
told me he saw you
driving a new Mustang
down Jackson Street
of course
in some ways i wanted
to tell you
all the fighting
made me feel
alive.
 
i hope you
don’t think this
an apology.
 
Ben Paynter
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And Her Face And Her Words And Her Promises
 
she says that my face
is the last she sees
before sleep takes her,
and she cannot sleep
without it.
 
but I know that
there are other faces
that float above
her eyes.
and the stars are out
tonight and I
need them to dance.
 
“have I said too
much” she says with
a halfhearted question
of love.
no, but you have not
kept your promise
and your promise
has not kept
me.
 
and all the while
the clock spins circles
on the wall
and a dog barks
at the moon.
and her face sits
resting on my
heart.
 
I say I need to go
I am tired
and her face
and her words
and her promises
will not let me
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rest.
 
Ben Paynter
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And So We Take The Twisted Path To Town
 
We walked upon the mountains in a fog
The town below sat covered in alone
While mountain birds sat tired from their singing
We tried to find a little bit of home
 
But I don’t think we’ll find it here today
The clouds are thick; the earth is wrapped with frost
The patterns in the stone spell little poems
They rhyme until their meaning has been lost
 
And so we take the twisted path to town
In hopes that love will pass while heading down
 
Ben Paynter
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And The Nights Go
 
The rock a by
The babies in the treetops
Singing bird songs
Back and forth feeling
The moon glare on and on
The light becoming
A window
A wall
Two eyes staring
Up at it all
 
The rock a by
Of the wind in and out
Of the screen, in
And out of the lungs, the
Mouth, up and
Over the tongue
The taste of dawn on
Your lips
 
The rock a bye
The call of the whippoorwill
The footsteps of all
Your ghosts pacing
The sigh
The cackle
The laugh
The sound of a shallow
Breath.
 
Ben Paynter
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And The Sun Slept On
 
And the sun slept on into the day
and lay buried deep
where the wisemen say
its gone to find some peace.
 
O hand me this, this tired star
and let it be thrown
with a spiteful toss so far so far
so far from home
 
Throw it to night and the darkness it craves
hurl it into endless space
watch it as it slowly fades
with an upturned face
 
O hope O hope you treacherous dawn
that promised light would come again
but you've grown dim and now are gone
Come night my cursed friend
 
Ben Paynter
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And The World Keeps On Breaking
 
bricks break, spread patterns around picture
frames, spider webs leading up, down, in
 
and the sidewalk breaks below, with pounds
of tip toe run walk feet, the glass breaks
 
to a window down the street outside, inside
a heart takes a last breath, and everything
 
breaks or breaks away from something, I hold
on, watch swallows dive from rooftops in their
 
mad love making fall, plummet towards
where everything ends in a stone breath goodbye, I
 
look up from cracked pavement, over soot rooftops
the night breaks into dawn
 
Ben Paynter
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And We Watched As The Moon Turned To Stone
 
Please smile your eyes to the rhythm
Of your heart and your heart alone
Watch as the night grows darker
And the moon turns into stone
 
You’re the dream of a dream of a dreamer
You’re the spell of a wizardly man
And the curse of a star that’s fallen
Into a dreamer’s hands
 
But a flower is only a flower
As long as the color can stay
And the morning comes in storming
To chase the night away
 
So sleep the sleep of the children
And steal the wise of the old
Then love with the fire of summer
And die with the winter’s cold
 
And you can curse the world for being
You can love and always regret
But don’t love for the sake of loving
Or love to simply forget.
 
But there was never a smile worth cursing
When the night was a light shade of blue
And there was never a time worth doubting
That the night was inside of you
 
Ben Paynter
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And, I Write A Poem
 
I write a poem, cross it out
write a song with no melody and hum
to myself and make up a story
where a character steals the sun
 
and
 
I watch the jilted star swing low
get caught in a black satin bag
carried away to a jail cell with
no windows, and rats in the corner
 
and
 
I write a new poem, erase it
write a song with no melody and hum
to myself and make up a story
where the sun swings back my way
 
and
 
I watch the next night, hope everything
has listened to my words, hope that
the sun swings low, swings hard
lights up the shadows on the wall
 
and
 
the shadows lengthen from the light
cast by the streetlamps, cast by the
passing headlights, watch them made to dance
by anything but my locked up sun
 
and
 
the bars on the windows cast heavy shadows
the rats on the floor run at the first sign of
light, and this iron chair holds no tender touch
and the world turns again
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and
 
I have no song for it
 
Ben Paynter
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Another Dream
 
Imagine that, little house on the
hill with black shutters, white picket
fence and green lawn. A tree in the front
yard grows thick over windows. Imagine
that, but it's not a tree it's a shadow and the
lawn is actually brown, shutters are missing
and the picket fence is just a few words tied
together with adhesive hope. This isn't a
dream, I saw it as I chose to see it, felt it
as I chose to feel it.
 
Now for the rest of my dreams, dissected
pulled apart and left to wither in the sun, I
piece the puzzle of my life together in words.
For example:
When you tell me, I am always in the habit
of leaving, I am thinking of how to leave.
When you yell, my heart pounds and I imagine
blood flow, picture blood flow. A frame hangs
around a image of a heart. The frame is a
wall I put up to make it all seem nice. &quot;I'm
fine I say.&quot; Inside is a question that hangs
like a dead leaf. I wait for it to fall, I want
to catch it. It never falls, but I fall. Over and
over I fall.
 
Now, now, I know I offer no answers
that's the riddle after all. There are
no answers. One day here, one day gone. That's
the risk, that's a dream, that's a life.
I say hello with a wave, I say goodbye with
a wave.
I flip coins for friendship.
 
Another dream, I'm laying on the lawn, the
brown lawn, looking up at a cloud shaped
like an eye. I am small and cold and the
little house is long gone. Somewhere
a leaf slips from a tree. I hear you say
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&quot;The way this goes is I go&quot;
I frame this moment for later. I pinch
myself, squint hard. Feel the sharp
grass on the back of my neck, where-
ever you go, my dreams they follow.
I try and wake up.
 
Ben Paynter
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Another Morning's Here
 
twist bottle, 	turn, 	stop
the music’s gotten 	
too loud,           I can’t hear
you anymore, 	
can’t hear anything,           but
cold sweat                  this hand
clenched around this napkin
 
another round
I’ve done
another round
 
I see Poe’s raven
molting in the corner
Homer’s monsters
fighting each other
for a seat,
the whiskey guru
next to me
says	“it’s harder
to believe”,       I believe                   
that
		
another round
I’ve done
another round
	
this table
makes a good headstone
the lights go out
 
another morning’s here
 
Ben Paynter
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Another Night On The Mississippi
 
The night’s a teacher and a song
A note held soft but not for long
That taught me quietly to lie
When night is humming lullabyes
 
When night is asking, have you seen
A nickel colored ocean dream
Within the night then have you stood
Within a cloud, within a wood
 
Then did you climb with silence down
To walk upon the melting ground
Then climbing deeper tried to find
The hole that is inside your mind
 
There is a riverboat tonight
Beneath this sky and lemon light
That does not come from anywhere
But travels on a breath air
 
There is a way, the captain spoke,
To see and sift but not to look
There are some nights, he quiet said,
The Mississippi runs ahead
 
To where, I needn’t ever know
Past New Orleans and all it’s glow
To where a nickel colored dream
Is everything that I have seen
 
Ben Paynter
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Arduous
 
five thousand
two hundred
thirty seven steps
to the edge of the
river cliff
 
a long way up
and a longer way
down
 
and all the boats
look like pale leaves
in a stagnant stream
 
and on and on
and all the world
begs for
one
more
step
 
Ben Paynter
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As The Days Go
 
These words should not be read beneath
the light, not even the moons for fear
that they  will not be seen as they should.
These words should be read in a quiet corner,
on a  bench in the middle of desert
where the bus comes only once a year.
 
I have written these words in father’s workshop
when I was small and all the world could be fixed.
The old rocking chair would rock again, the doll
with only one eye would see one day soon, at
night he worked and kept the night owls alive.
 
This part of me is not for the near sighted, the far
sighted, the seeing or the blind but for you who
have seen today and how it washed up on
the shores, how the shells and stones were not
as brilliant as yesterdays. It’s all the years and days.
 
Gone all gone, out to sea on the ship that sank
in the harbor.  You were on it and I called to you
for days and years and still there are nights
that you are next to me and the wind is always
whispering, “this one cannot be fixed”, and
as the days go, it still has not been fixed.
 
Ben Paynter
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A-Z
 
you lose a fight
then two, then three
tongues throw words like tiny stones
you drag home tattered bits of hope
and wrap your wounds with them
 
nights pass by
you lose another fight, lose
another friend, another night
the sky spits shooting stars
that never grant a wish
 
you go on
keep walking, burying bits of you
in basements and empty bottles
you hold a hand to your chest
make sure the heart’s still beating
 
then you win a fight
then two, then three
cement sets inside, no more soft
you wonder how anyone could be so weak
how cement could ever be liquid
 
how soon you forget
those stones have made
a mountain
 
Ben Paynter
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Beauty, What Of
 
but beauty isn’t lovely
isn’t soft or graceful, it
is broken down to nothing
is weathered in the rain
 
Ben Paynter
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Before Nightfall
 
sunset crashes down
on houses, I hear voices
of the day around me
the alarm clock from
this morning
 
“have you found
where you are going
to get gone, will you
go, choose wisely
this day is nearly ending”
 
I can’t choose
this day is over, the
voices are only
leaves falling
from trees
 
I walk into the sunset
still crashing down
into shadows, I hear
your voice above
everything
 
the sky’s on fire dear
we should run while
we still can
 
Ben Paynter
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Blue
 
yesterday you said you dreamed
of swings and a carriage,
a little blue balloon
like a cummings poem, while
the sun lit up like a bar sign.
all gone.
the sun comes up, a dream.
and there is breakfast on the stove
she is saying what happened
the way no one is ever sure
what happens.
cut string.
lone balloon in the sky,
blue against the blue background
she lost it.
 
Ben Paynter
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Broken
 
I’ve been asked more than
once, twice, fifty more
what made me some kind of
broken.
 
Been answering the question
same way for years, been
laughing, swearing, yelling
back little gems I make up
 
along the way. I feel most
of it, maybe all of it, was
a stump of a tree I cut down
and regretted it for years.
 
The way the other trees
grew around it, mocking.
How there never was a
place as empty after that.
 
Ben Paynter
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Broken Feet Footprints
 
my first step was a stumble down
back to where I’d come from, the
ground was the only place for me
it held the nothingness, now
 
I walk soft on boardwalks, tip
toe slats, light cracks ground
sinks the night with moon beam
song, sings lullabyes in darkness
 
it’s the roads I’ve walked, the gravel
country, dirt paths, tree lined with
old picture frames, faces smile,
a grimace with crinkled toes
 
mother said pick one road
father said try many
I’ve picked this one
 
tonight there is no one, not her
not I, not a face that smiles, cries,
laughs to be held, there is steps and
steps falling into steps of past feet
 
broken feet walking broken ground
 
Ben Paynter
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But I Have Grown And Have Forgot
 
you feel it in the down of up
and how it never hits the ground
how very early close it seems
and hovers softly with no sound
 
in thinking this, I’m thinking now
of this and that and friends of theirs
of those and these and all what ifs
balanced on a sad breaths of air
 
what little is, is little does
you were in and then were out
like all the up that then was down
like all the trust that then was doubt
 
it was the way you held your head
when speaking of your dreams again
the birds and gravity and flight
the way that it was this and then
 
the way that up fell softly down
(it seemed to be a bitter sight)
the way you said that all things change
the way your left became your right
 
I cannot say I did not see
the day these words were said begot
it was a sunny fifth of May
but I have grown and have forgot
 
Ben Paynter
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But Now I Cannot Stop The Dawn
 
It's dawn again, I heard you say
Your tired voice spoke volumes with it's tone
I think you meant the world is black
When you called the moon a worthless stone
 
I know the light has left our day
I know the night has slowly touched our eyes
But all the seasons ever say
'paint quick, paint quick, this scene, before we die'
 
And I have painted on so many nights
Your face, your smile, at least what's left of late
Upon the ceiling's faint white tile
With a sky and a moon and a barren slate
 
But now I cannot stop the dawn
New days will come; I have no say in this
The sun will rise with another look
While the moons all die with a frozen kiss
 
Ben Paynter
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But When The Flames Of Fires Touch Your Eyes
 
The leaves are gone; the world’s gone to sleep
The grass is brown the earth is dark and bare
And if you look beyond that silent peak
Silence is there
 
Then in the morning when the world’s young
When all the children still sigh in their sleep
Before the fog is lifted from the ground
Silence creeps
 
But when the flames of fires touch your eyes
When everything you’ve loved leaves you alone
When even moons refuse to wax and wane
Silence moans
 
So I will walk upon this sidewalk loud
And sing old songs that have no melody
In hopes that with this lonely clamoring
Silence leaves
 
Ben Paynter
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Butane And Kerosene
 
you said 'be careful with words' and
I wanted to be careful, in the way
someone is careful with
kerosene. I carried matches in my
pocket, butane in the brain. my
heart was made of flint and I
carried you with me.
 
I sat on concrete stoops and shivered,
(you were a shiver) . I rubbed my hands
together fast, for heat, and pictured
you as words and felt you like fire.
when we burn, we burn (you
were also fire) .
 
heat is life, and frantic sparks
will always steal my eye
and once
in a forest I sat
with a box of matches
and wondered what damage
I could do with a
flick of the wrist. 'danger
is magic, babe'
 
but I loved the forest,
the trees wild
with growth and green with a
different kind of fire. and I
loved you like kerosene
and poured you out into
the dust and pine needles
until only the smell of you
remained.
 
(but be careful dear,
if you are alone
and in the woods looking for
heat. the ground is
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gasoline and
it may burn, everything
might burn)
 
Ben Paynter
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Council Crest At Midnight
 
walk a mile
when sleep won’t come
when winter is only rain
and wet leaves
and only taxis are left
on the streets.
 
find a hill
and climb it
tell the stories
of your past
to cobblestones
wait for echoes
as a sign of friendship
 
sit beneath
the largest tree you find
it should have
a lightning scar
and low branches
to rest
beneath
 
wonder at
the growth of minds
during darkness
the ineptitude
of souls during
sedation
 
Ben Paynter
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Create Me A World
 
Create me a world with words my dear,
with pen and hand.
Where we can read love on river bed so clear,
written in sand.
 
Verses you create with ease my dear,
but without song.
Your words of love were carried off I fear,
and now are gone
 
For water falls and falling rain it seems,
are beautiful.
But to the falling drops and raging streams,
so horrible.
 
So slowly your created words wash out,
love from the riverbed.
Leaving love to flurry, fly like doves,
fleeing with dread.
 
Like all created worlds before, they,
fade to dust.
Leaving ne'er a word to say
about us.
 
Ben Paynter
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Dance Quickly Now
 
-
Dance, I said to the boy in the glass
Staring back at me with a darkening mask
Dance, I begged, with love and pain
Dance, please dance, oh dance again
                        -
 
Dance with the moon in the child’s eye
Circling the middle as black as coal
Dance quickly now, its leaving soon
Light of the moon and the child’s soul
 
Dance with the sun in the child’s laugh
Bouncing round off sinister things
Dance quickly now, with crystal prism
Scattering wisdom, melting wings
 
Dance with the rain in the child’s tear
Watching the clouds attack then stop
Dance quickly now, the storm has shattered
All that mattered, with a single drop
 
Dance with the hope in his stuttered speech
Holding it close for a later year
Dance quickly now, before he serves
Nonsense words, in a busted mirror
 
                              -
Though the moon may spin and the sun revolve
Though love still waits and the rain still falls
Though the child may laugh he glares inside
Exhaling life with a sudden sigh
                              -
 
Ben Paynter
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Day One Hundred Eighty Three
 
said the calendar I flipped
through	last night,
not counting the time
you left me
or the days I wondered
if you would
be back home tomorrow.
 
Now there’s sunlight on
my kitchen floor
a bird singing
on 14th street
 
a woman walks
the sidewalk below
my window, I pay
her no regard
 
they are clay
statues	, a field of brown grass
there is no life
no passion
greater than yours
than mine
 
than the heart
that sings old Cat Stevens
songs at night
 
there is a bird
in my heart singing.
where have the days gone.
 
I have loved her
for some time now.
 
Ben Paynter
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Daydreamer
 
where did you go off to again,
out the window towards
the wrinkling hills?
 
a thousand years ago
they were younger and
we were not here.
there was this river,
an ocean over a
thousand miles south
of here, an eagle
with sharp talons dove madly
at fish, now there are
pillars crossing rivers,
footprints of man
dug deep, above, metal
birds are flying in
formation. there is order
and chaos and the wind
is not felt as much
in the city.
 
come dawn
you will find me here
in a foggy breath
of mourning.
 
Ben Paynter
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Deleterious
 
i am in love,
the half broke tree.
when child like
i'd watched through
pained glass
lightning flash
with the purpose of
deletion.
 
i am in love with
half truths,
tattered words.
the train rattling
down uneven tracks. i
thought of you,
and wore a grin
where no smile
should be.
 
Ben Paynter
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Escape
 
we drive miles away
gravel road, interstates fly by,
she has a tattoo of a dove
on her hip, in flight
 
there is nowhere to escape
to, this road is littered with
road kill, a dead dog lies
two miles from a dead cat.
 
death covers death, counts
the miles to my own, exit ramp
she wants some air that
isn't stale
 
this air is never clean, this
sun is never bright enough.
everything is trying to escape
everything.
 
Ben Paynter
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Escape #2
 
look closely
the lights like
lost wagon wheels
enveloping the night
like fire
us staring
like horses
running headlong
back to the barn
burning
burning
 
Ben Paynter
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Everyday Night, An
 
the window’s open, it’s
another night, a baby cries
from the heart of a house,
a dog barks,
 
seconds fall into seconds
hands hold with tick tock
patience, the neighbors
walk the block again
 
the window’s open, it’s
another night, the TV
plays war stories it’s
all played out before
 
seconds fall
into seconds
the streetlights
form shadows
 
Ben Paynter
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Experience, A Religious
 
At church again for the first
time in nearly a year I watch
myself when I was younger
as if it’s me without the years
and how intently I listened
to the stories back then. It was
always a miracle. The fan spins
on the ceiling above
it’s hot as hell, the air sits
quietly refusing to move. A man
sits with his wife and son two rows
ahead of me, he is occupied with
the sight of a young woman wearing
a low cut dress and sin dripping
from her still damp hair. The pastor
is talking about judgment day
but can’t stop looking out
the window. It’s all coming
back to me.
A loaf of bread, a goblet of wine.
The world came from nothing,
it makes sense
when you think about it.
 
Ben Paynter
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Explanation, An
 
it was a feeling
in the way the wind
slip trickles
through your hair
crashes lovely on
your face, your eyes.
ebs quiet down
the spine, the soft flesh
of the tongue
the bite of the
teeth that
gathered up and
whispered how
very quiet it's
gotten to the point
i needed noise to clear
the head,
the heart,
shake loose
the words again.
it was a feeling
in the way
the ceiling stares back
with love, with anger
you trying to sleep
next to me
the words are
there,
but
tortured
heated and cooled
and pressed,
packaged with no
good way of
saying any
of them, what
to say, it
didn't leave, not
the love, the
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passion, the
past that got
us here, it is
a feeling
in the way
the clouds
cover the moon
and the darkness
it surrounds me.
 
Ben Paynter
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Far Enough
 
It was the lamplight
the taciturn shadows mocking
each other.
The long gone looks of everywhere.
 
It was how the moments became
chalk marks on sidewalks, colored
life unframed.
Painted concrete painted with cracks.
 
It was the sound of your footsteps
walking away into shadows
of everything.
The stars looking on with old light.
 
Can you run forever dear, or at least
for as long as “far enough”
means.
 
Maybe just this once.
 
Ben Paynter
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Father Reading The Morning Paper
 
haphazard photographs flash smiles in black
and white, show old men smoking life away
 
I read news printed in dark ink
pasted across nothing paper, filled space
 
of all the world’s emptiness, tied up with
strings, placed on doorsteps, framed for
 
a later year’s wall, no gray, that’s all
I’ve ever cared about, either all in
 
or nothing at all, smoke and smoke
and die, or don’t and live awhile longer
 
don’t just smoke two, don’t just print
a lie and dress it up with color, go
 
with all the grace of a jackhammer
pound the world home with a pen
 
yes sir
no sir
i will never be a you
sir
 
Ben Paynter
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Fence Mending
 
sun melted paint
like a Dali portrait
i scraped dried flecks
of whitewash, ran
hands and slivers
up and down
old oak
posts.
 
my clairvoyant neigh-
bor playing god and
whispering her
secrets of the
afterlife
 
'no roots, ' she
say, 'it's why rocks
will always out-
live the trees'
 
one day, you
open the door
the dog is gone
the picket fence
is rotting
on the
ground.
 
Ben Paynter
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For A Girl
 
there's been many days when all the world's black
when i have hid it with a breaking smile
and you have shown me just for what i am
a broken child
 
but now i thank you with a summer grin
for all those days you weathered through the rain
knowing that it's you who gave this heart
a brighter flame
 
Ben Paynter
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For The Little Boy Who Makes Me Feel Old
 
There’s a young little boy in the old town square
Who sits so quietly
And looks at the sun and the dust in the air
And he never smiles for me
 
And if I could I would wish for that little boys face
To break into a grin
But it cant, and it wont, let the little boy pray
O lord let the smile win
 
And his face is a cloud and his eyes are the rain
His hair a shade of night
And he bats at the smiles with an old mans cane
And wishes the stars weren’t bright
 
And I’ve tried and I’ve tried and there’s others that tried
To open his eyes and his mouth
But for reasons unknown and reasons beside
His heart was the one stayed south
 
And its south where I sit on many a day
On a bench by the river park
And I wish and I wish in horrible ways
For a single breath of dark
 
And parts of me sit with that boy in the square
And they sit so quietly
And look at the sun and the dust in the air
And neither will smile for me
 
Ben Paynter
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Forgive Her, She Knows Not What She Does
 
You are anger now and have
become anger through anger.
The tight-lipped woman blowing
smoke into my lungs
and soul. It’s foggy now
and sits silently inside me.
You are what I hate and what
I love, a cloud that hints at rain
but never does, a woman with
two mouths and two hearts
to match them, growing
always growing, a small tree
inside me where leaves fall.
Seasons change dear, but the tree’s
still there and so to the anger
quiet as a virgin bullet, I cannot
chop it down myself before
it pushes out and through
eyes, a nose, and a branch splits
the tongue and there’s a knot
growing into a hard heart. You
are the axe, the down swing, the
feeling of letting go, the burning
fire that ate up the anger
in the night.
 
Ben Paynter
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Forgive The Little Things
 
forgive the little things
that hold no consequence
like the
cold feet
and raindrops
that tip toe
on wet pavement
 
forgive the rainbow
after the storm
for smiling too
brightly
 
forgive the glare
of a jealous man
without a heart
just like you forgave
god
 
forgive the little things
like the flowers
forgive the drought
and the clouds
and the romantic man
 
forgive the little things
the large things
the nothing things
the barely anythings
 
and I'll forgive your eyes
for stealing mine
 
Ben Paynter
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From Behind This Dusty Window
 
yesterday unraveled into a sky that looked like
a bruise, and we call it today because it lacks
originality and life, and the sun still tries to shine
from out behind this dusty window pane
 
say dormant is a good word for life, and I call the
door that, the dog that, the people walking past
beneath my window that, and everything is
just a little too much like last season’s weather
 
call the dog back from chasing the squirrel he
won’t catch; as the sky bruises more darkly
while the sun begins to hide behind the world
while I begin to hide behind the world
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Funeral Eyes And Goodbyes
 
the world's last look
at it all, will not be
the way we tend to
look at something
for the last time
 
it's always a drawn
out affair, these goodbyes
these hands shaking
other hands grasping
at other hands
 
where they go you can-
not follow them to that
place in the sky or
down below, tears
can follow a river bed
but you cannot
 
what was it you were trying
to accomplish with that
kiss of death
 
when the world ends
there will be a bright flash,
an honest sigh from inside
a blind man seeing light
for the first time
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God Of Wine
 
you stink of wine
where is the sweet breath
of the gods the poets
speak of, write about
how the wine is worshipped
like a golden calf.
 
flowered words to match
the ivy covered walk-
ways no one saying
“you have never loved”
in their poems with
sweet breath.
 
climb the mountain, the
greeks worshipped it, held
it in such reverence they
drank to it, poured out
a drink for the god’s each
time they kissed.
 
honor me with the way
you take a drink, hold
it between your teeth
and your soul, it's how
the angels said
goodbye.
 
the lights are out, I
climb the shallow steps
there is a red stain on the
carpet, these walls are
broken glass, I have never
loved and don’t plan
on it.
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God, This
 
I believe in stone more than
promises or petty things like wishes.
In rain and fire and the warmth of
red wine and whiskey. I've thought
Of  gods and demons
decided  I prefer lightning storms,
what a road smells like after rain.
How tracing telephone lines and
staggered paint across the country
brought more hope than any song
sung about a god.
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Grandfather's Advice
 
Maybe had I never lied
And spoken only truths or parts
And in this then deceit had died
Still faith would battle doubting hearts
 
Maybe had I never loved
And risked my heart in fate’s romance
Or maybe it is just because
Life asked of me a simple chance
 
Maybe had I never fought
And let the world toss me about
Then what I am and then were not
Had found in me a weaker route
 
Maybe had I never learned
And let fill mind with ignorance
And life with furrowed brow concerned
Had swiftly turned indifferent
 
Maybe I were not so old
And life would laugh at death again
Instead it is, or so I’m told
That death will soon become my friend
 
Or maybe I had never lived
And wasted life on these what if’s
So with remaining breaths I give
Advice, the words, don’t end like this
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He Smiled, I
 
eventually I think we will sink from
all the tears the icebergs leak from the polar
caps, and the radio man will say “today
we’re sinking with a chance for sunny
 
skies later”, always later while the land
gets smaller and smaller and the time grows
later and later, until the face grows weary
with wrinkles, take the advice of the
 
beggar, hold your cup, ask for a little change
hold that face straight, hope the others don’t
see that hint of a smile at it all, hope the
others don’t ever see that imploring smile
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Here Again
 
I am barefoot.
There is ice between my toes
so hot it's cold, so cold
that flames have begun
to flicker below me.
 
There is a porch
and sunset on the horizon.
A dagger forms on the
brim of my hat. In the back
of my mind,
 
I am here because of you.
At the edge of it all
 
there is a cliff and beneath
a step to a path that
I have walked before.
It's all a matter of what
the voices will say today.
 
There is a question
buried here in this eye
a picture of  a month
ago, a step
 
arms thrown out grasping,
legs alongside the ground.
A man falling into
an imprint.
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Here In This Silence, I
 
I like the shops when everyone is gone
the library when no one is reading
the church when nobody is praying
I walk in, tip toe, careful not to disturb
 
my friend, and it is all a silent poem
a novel about to be written, a blank sheet
a prayer to no god because the soul
is empty, the page is empty, the stores
 
are empty, this heart is empty, but
in the silence of these, these bits of home
these pieces of life, these desperate
graspings, something in me, shouts
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Honesty
 
the only honesty
i ever saw
was a blind man
giving the finger
to the sky
 
Ben Paynter
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How To Ask For Help
 
If you're clever, maybe even
more clever than I, you
would have seen
that I forgot to tie
my shoes again today. I wanted
to tell you then but you were
drinking coffee,
but you were filling
your moments with
daylight.
I wanted to.
 
And later, you
were drinking wine
and I was wondering
just how much
time we spend drinking. With
our mouths full of matter
to maybe
avoid having to speak. If I
asked you now,
you would choke
trying to answer. Then
we'd both need help.
 
I tried once, as a child
after falling in the lake.
I kicked and splashed and sank.
And isn't this something we know,
not at birth, but
at the first time we open our mouths
underwater
to call out
and are filled with
just barely enough
to drown?
 
And now,
I'm walking home
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wearing my favorite t-shirt
and blue dreams, and
I'll drink your coffee.
I'll drink your wine.
But I still have not
learned to swim.
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Hush
 
What is your name life,
I have asked this of you
in the silence after the storms
while the rain still falls
but not as angrily, nor with
such hatred that it whips the
stones to sand.
 
What is your name life,
it’s this word and the next
line of a poem that gets to me.
The way the meaning is always
one letter away from slipping
into the deep down depth
of it all, an infant ocean.
 
You have not answered
though I have held you
on many nights while the moon
is eyeing the world inside me.
I have howled in my own way
a  whisper, maybe, to some
it is a song to me now,
 
sing along once, I dare you
to sing once, it’s a devil’s dance
to hold this question alive
with hands that do not obey
the mouth. I hold it now
without feeling, a choke hold
so no sound comes out.
Your name is silence.
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I
 
have followed, not wanting to
the bitter man that traces telephone
wires across the land to the hills
that wake the sky each morning
 
and walking i have seen more dust
than a man should, drank more than
a man should, felt less and more
than anyone should, the stars
 
are always out, that fact
hit me hard and made me
wish that it was always night-
time in the low down country, so
 
i call home anything that feels
like walking up a gravel path to steps,
any waking moment where the moon
is full of all the answers to the bitter
 
man inside of me questioning it all.
i will tell you, at the end of the road
the wires travel to a small house high
in the stone snow mountains, a hermit
 
is hiding there, he will not talk
to anyone, nor will he call to you,
there is a silence
that cannot be spoken of.
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I Am But Not
 
I am staring out the window
it is not a window but a
view of the house next door
and you are in it but not
there by choice. There are
ways to say things without
saying them. The glass
is fogged by heat, it is
not a burning warmth but
a gasp, you were a year or
a day. A white hot moment
that passed quickly. How the
mill turns and you are singing
I think, not a song, but a thought
and it’s a long ways from
the dirty floors that are not
covered in dirt but with
old dreams long since dreamt.
I am watching you but it is
not you I am watching
only myself, this time, holding
the bible in a limp hand.
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I Cannot Write When All Is Well
 
i cannot write when all is well
i need the grins that miss a tooth
i need the tolling of a bell
and for a little blackened truth
 
so sad the worlds bright today
so sad that words will never come
without a darker shade of gray
and the setting of the sun
 
but let this go this brilliant sky
this will not help me fill this page
and give me storms that never die
and i will write with brilliant rage
 
and leave me be this love you say
what will i write if all is well
i need a darker shade of gray
and distant tolling of the bell
 
Ben Paynter
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I Fought Love, But
 
inevitably
you feel
yourself taken
into it all
 
like a flash
like a beat
of a drum
come to
make you
dance
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I Have Believed And Yet Have Not
 
I have believed and yet have not
and felt the bullets from both sides
who say it's harder to believe
while others say it's truth denied.
 
And I have sat in churches old
with prayers and with folded hands
and watched the weary faces bow
in honor to a greater man.
 
While later on in later years
in lecture halls I tried to find
a reason for each breath I took
a piece to fill my darkening mind.
 
But it wasn't Gabriel who came
nor Darwin with his evidence.
Just silence in the shape of this
a head in hands with reverence.
 
And what, what really can they say?
That a man has tried with all he is to pray?
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I Love You Most When I Do Not
 
Today I cannot love, today
there is a wall that’s built, I see
and toss a brick myself.
One atop and mortar it.
 
Today I cannot love, today
the wind is strong and blowing me
away, the birds are flying backwards.
Forth and back, I follow them,
 
and standing, still not moving here
or there. No movement even
had I wanted to, it’s here
I see you walking towards me.
 
Today I cannot love, today
it’s battlegrounds and blood
and words and bullets
circling the heart.
 
In one of us the ears
sit crying in the corner.
The other lost his tongue;
it killed itself in spite
 
But I am sure the moon has asked
to leave the world and go off
to be its own, but what my love
would night be like without a moon.
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I Loved A Lady Of The Night
 
here it lies in the city streets
where candles lit atop their posts
sit with the vultures in the sky
it's what i fear and need the most
 
what can you say to when they ask
when the strangers cast their glance
and mothers quiet walk away
and even gypsies stop their dance
 
'where will you go when we have gone
when all you are a hollow stone
that holds a promise deep within
a promise held and kept alone'
 
it's not the silence that i fear
not dark nor any shade of night
but all that you have left me with
an empty bed in the morning light
 
then to the gypsies who don't dance
and to the mothers far away
and to the strangers with their glance
their withers here a lonely day
 
now here i sit on concrete stoops
while moons and suns are circling round
alone i sit with all that's left
the dawn is breaking from the ground
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I Shot A Bird With An Arrow Once
 
I shot a bird with an arrow once
one sad and sunny day.
It wiggled a bit and jumped just twice,
and then lay still as May.
 
I sat and wished it live again
until I saw it's note,
it said 'Dear sir, you got me good'
and that was all it wrote.
 
So when I pass you'll find my tomb,
engraved when I have gone,
will read ' Oh Death you got me good,
whats taken you so long'.
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I Think Only God Is Honest
 
sometimes
I picture myself
with a gravel voice that
sounds like smoky air
and glance at the windows
with a lazy grin
that says
I’ve been there
 
but I lie with
my lazy smile
and its honesty
I crave
 
and sometimes
the clouds peel back
show a tired god
that stares
and stares
and the sun
still burns
and the world
still turns
and nothing will ever
change
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I Was Dredge, You Were A Stone
 
I think
in order to feel
I need to hurt
and
in order to hurt
I need to feel
and
in order to feel
I need to
think.
 
This cycle
has come and gone
and come again.
So I eat breakfast
with my back
to the window
I drive to
the beach
and collect
ugly stones
to weigh me down.
 
Tomorrow
is a someday I
rarely under-
stand, yet
 
everyone
is telling me
that I have it figured
out. Even though they
lie. And I walk
around heavy, full
of ugly stones
I've collected with
my sins.
 
If they were the same
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I'd be skipping them
across these
waves, watching
them sink, into
kelp, seaweed
darkness.
 
But my sins
don't skip
or sink,
at least they
never sink
alone.
 
They seem
to need
me
to sink
too.
 
In the end
is the end
where you feel
it all.
The gravity of life
pulling, pulling
it's you
it was always
you.
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I Watched
 
the night fall
silent like a
broken shadow
gone headlong
into dream
 
i watched you
twitch and shiver
with my touch,
saw the light go
on in
your eyes,
 
wanted to
be the spark
that set
the sun on fire.
the dream that
wakes you hot
like a
summer fever.
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I Went To The River
 
There is a river, deep, it's fast even
especially in spring, especially when the snow
melts off the hills and the trees, especially
when it rains and rains and you tell me
the end is at the bottom of the river.
You tell me these things, on your back
floating on the floor, making snow angels
in the carpet. The bottom of the river
is always changing dear, is this what you meant?
There is no end? We swim and dive in the
darkness and fumble for an answer.
 
There's a river that I knew once, as a child even
though I'll never be a child again. I told you once
dear, didn't I? Didn't I tell you the river was where I went.
Especially when mother was angry again, especially
when sister fell off the tracks for the maybe
hundredth time. I threw rocks in it, tried to fill it up.
Stop running! I told it. I said this because envy
coursed through me, thick with my own blood.
The river ran and I could not, such is the life of a child.
Isn't that right babe? We child, we shadows, we
tree swallows skimming on the surface.
 
There's a river, really the river, the only one
I've known or cared to. I went there often,
still do. Below the Main St. bridge, below
the steel and concrete, the boats slow down,
sometimes the people wave. I tell them to
fill the river up, drink the water. I try to be honest
and clever and wise and wind up angry and riddled
with hope. I go to the river with
an empty soul. River fill me, but
it doesn't or won't or can't. Dear, you're swimming
on your side, kicking the stool I saved from my first
house. Are you at the river now? Do you see it? Are
the herons standing on the shore?
 
I went to the river because I couldn't
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understand it, I went to the river already wet
and looking for trouble, barren eyes combing
river stones for a sign. Dear, you're still drinking.
I can hear you, gargling vodka flavored mouthwash.
Are you full? Does it fill you? This water moved, and
it moved me, clouds all scattered on its face.
Can you hear me? You're running water in the
sink, splashing it on your face. Where are we
going tonight and with who? Where to?
You ask.
 
Worlds change and go on changing, I know
this, you know this, it isn't black magic, voodoo,
or religion. It's life, and madness to believe
anything else. We stand still and the world
moves around us, we walk and life slips
by in eddies, trickles and pools at our feet.
Can I show you how to be lost? It's where
you find yourself, and maybe even god. I went
to the river dear, last night, that mad brown
river. To fill the big blue welling up inside you,
the hole gone and filled up with sky.
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If Forever Had A Face
 
spent last night
alone
reading all the old poems
I’d written
her.
 
one said “I love you”
another
”where is the sun”
and on
and on
until
the bottom
of the pile.
where
the final poem said
“goodbye”
 
and if forever
had a face
its hers.
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I'Ll Let The Winter Blow
 
It’s a cold cold morning out there
But I, I wouldn’t know
My door is locked
My windows shut
I’ll let the winter blow
 
And there’s ice this time of season
But you, you will not be
The winter winds
The raging snow
Or ice inside of me
 
And I’ve heard my heart is frozen
But I, I wouldn’t know
My door is locked
My windows shut
I’ll let the winter blow
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In All Of This
 
these roads are empty now
swept brushed up by the
cold running wind, there
isn’t any soul to speak of
 
or sing, the black birds laughing
on dew drop wires I am
playing the court jester
entertaining thoughts of you.
 
it’s just like anything, the
blues guitar sings softly
in the background of my
mind’s eye the curtain tears.
 
sew it quick, sew it quick
don’t let them see the dew
drops slip sideways off
the wires, the jester in
 
sack cloth, mourning, mourning
the smile ran off dear birds
these streets are empty and open
enough to swallow you whole
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In Ice Lies Fire
 
this floor is frozen with cold
and
the windows have
jack frosts
artwork
written all over
them.
 
while the people outside
my glass
walk like icicles
taking their
first steps
and the trees stand like
brittle statues
forever on
task.
 
my world is ice
and cold
and a shivering
hand.
 
but
 
there is warmth here
though
and they will never
know
that.
 
buried
way
down
deep
in the glow
of my sputtering ember
heart.
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lies fire.
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In The Midst Of My Sins
 
i wanted a poem
like some book
taken down and
dusted off opened
up like torn pages
from some script
“it should have
been written” like
this, I wanted a
poem with thick lips
big eyes and a
dove tattoo, early
words rising from
a throaty voice, two
drinks in, I wanted
a poem like this, hands
twisted sweaty
with praying, eyes
tight shut from
the light, I wanted
a poem that said
“it’s all been done, you’re
just sinkin ships son”
photographs, floating dead
in bathrooms, bedrooms
my sins pulling at
my coattails, i
wanted
a poem.
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Ingredients
 
i've smoked, drank
been with and
without women
been back and
forth across the
dry country
dusted off
my shoes and
went to school
settled down
with a nice
girl, read
the news on
war and politics
stayed up all night
writing
everything I learned
but that
don't make me
a poet.
nothing
does.
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Isolation
 
watch the floors long enough
they become crystal balls,
watching feet walk in
and out of lives
a dropped necklace, a child
crawling till he stands.
 
watch the walls long enough
they become windows
and doors to other lives.
the photos from a year ago,
cobwebs forming shadows,
a bolted door is just another wall.
 
watch the world long enough
it spins itself dizzy
and circles, circles like madmen
dancing, a plane trying to land.
bubbles rising, from down deep
a scream.
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It Always Rains In Brooklyn
 
there are matters of the mind
that twist and bend and leak
like old pipes long patched
and rusted yellow through.
 
I have tied and retied, patched
and repatched, held a bucket
to collect my sorrows, told
myself it always rains in Brooklyn.
 
you are my lady of the rain that
no patch held and lept
like a waterfall in the back
of my mind, down beautiful
 
shadows clinging together
past the pails of years and the
sorrows of a tired man, the
ceiling fan’s a thundercloud.
 
what you are is matters of
the mind and all that matters
is the romance of a boiling rain.
pipes burst, a heart beats mad.
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It Is Rain
 
rain on down and in-
to the tin roof soaking
up walls and cracks
an open window
stayed with an old
bible I kept for just
this reason, open, open
the old sap wanting
to run with the water
I let you in, in-
to the book, the window
even the cracks, what
I wanted was the sound
of rain come tumbling
on down into it all
the darkness filled with
musk and mold, cracks
forming new cracks
I let you into all this
the genesis, the black
rot inside you saying
“we filled what we
wanted and left a
hole, but we made
sound brother, we
brought the moon
on down.”
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It Was
 
Well after midnight
driving highway 89.
The night was in and
out through my window,
 
I thought of Creeley
“what is emptiness for but to
fill” and turned
the radio up all the way.
 
There was the stop sign,
the old cattle shed,
the river walking it’s way south
it was, that kind of night
 
I learned all of it then.
In that brief moment
when the wind stopped
and retreated out the window
 
I thought of you. And how
sometimes when you least
expect it,
a flower blooms.
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It Was A Lonely Realization
 
it’s the small things that create, otherwise
this morning is inconsequential, the sun
is only rising to sink again, an anchor
a falling star, its curse, repetition
 
it has rained now, ever since when
and the drops fall in patterns, beat
morse code letters into rooftops
the heavens cry their tears, forever
 
would not be forever without a day,
this morning would be nothing without
the sun, everything needs everything
or else it isn’t, there
 
is congruence in the faces
of unimportance, the line is drawn
with water slipping down the window
with this hand tracing your face
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It Was A Very Nearly Lie
 
where all seeds grow within without
whatever may sat there to pout
and rest in silence as the sun
told stories of the things he’d done
 
while everything was this and that
and worlds went by while whatever sat
the trees began to dream of truths
but bore whatever useless fruits
 
the red green apples tasted sky
and purpled pears began to lie
and man begat what words he could
from twisted branches made of wood
 
whatever he was, was made of gold
or so the story has been told
or so these words have twisted round
like sighs that settle, lonely, down
 
he was a mountain than a cloud
he was whatever wasn’t loud
and heard the wind and silent breeze
learn to lie from the orange leaves
 
whatever he was, a man or beast
a tiny pea at a wedding feast
who heard the fork lie to the spoon
who swore he heard it from the moon
 
he watched seeds grow within without
block the sun and spread their doubt
and tried to pick these clever weeds
but roots grow deeper than the seeds
 
this part is true, or maybe not
like stories of the stones that talked
like all things whispered quietly
whatever may got up to leave
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it was a very nearly lie
that everything flew by and by
and whatever was left of right and wrong
was made into a lilting song
 
where all the ever dreaming trees
fell down the mountains breaking knees
and all the truths of men fell out
from  pockets sewn with threads of doubt
 
Ben Paynter
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It Was Love That Let You Wither
 
To have them know that even
When it pours down rain there’s
Still dry patches down beneath
The cloth and skin and bone
 
And you can tell them, where
Or when they ask why all
The world’s soaked heavy through
And they are dry as desert lonliness
 
You can tell them young ones it’s not
That I didn’t want you to grow tall be-
Come some green eyed beauty with a
Way about her, a him or I, it was
 
The fear of too much rain, the drown-
Ing of a soul at sea, the misery of
Watching a smile sink beneath the
Waves is why I held the tide at bay.
 
To have them know that even
Though a body floats it’s only after
The life’s gone and the heart is
At the bottom of the sea.
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It Was My Uncle Soul Sifting
 
it was my uncle soul
sifting in a leaned back
all the way chair down
by the old family lake
taking trout we spent
all day chasing through
reeds and lilies, dodging
loons and other birds
trying to outmaneuver
them in their own home
it was my uncle soul
sifting, lifting trout
entrails, rinsing off
blood and fish and dirt
in the cold lake water
telling me it used to
be a game of his, how
many fish he could trick
before the sun set.
it was my uncle soul
sifting, telling me his
favorite night was years
ago and how he had
only caught one lone
rainbow and was
sitting there, gutting
the heart out listening
to the radio the night
Roy Eldridge died.
it was my uncle soul
sifting, saying he forgot
how many fish he caught
just sat there listening
to old dead Roy play
while the fish cooked
over his burnt coal fire
it was the only way he
knew how to say
goodbye he said, and
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tonight it’s me out
there soul sifting, lifting
bits of crumbled dirt and
dust, feeling a part of me
is out there still, the
big blue welling up
inside you, the hole
gone and filled up
with sky.
 
Ben Paynter
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It Was The Stars
 
it was the stars you
were looking at when
you said &quot;even they don't
last forever&quot;
and something about
how none of us
will
and the cynic in you
walked to your door
and unlocked it,
went inside
went to bed
with dreams of
everything that
wouldn't come true, but
the poet in you
walked a ways
beneath dying balls
of light,
beneath
a sky dark
with sins
and breathed
regurgitated
air
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It's In The Blood
 
you want me
only because you
wanted me
a year a month
a day ago
it’s in the blood
the way it
boils up
and tells us
go for that
one, it’s in
the blood
the way
it beats and
goes on beating
how you said
I’m not sure
anymore
and
knew
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Kerouac's Mistress
 
the big beat battered window
filled with rain spatter and spit
wet into the dark
the  streets swollen with
water, bruised traffic and left
dead for morning, birds
aren't singing, even
the clouds stripped
their silver lining, headed
for the high up hills
headed for the heavens
of some young beauties dreams.
the wind tearing up sound
the walls pounding, trees
snap cracking into kindling
you’re sitting there smiling
like Kerouac’s mistress
all world torn and tossed
all pieces of something greater
all bits of storm
the hair drips
the smile slips
these hands are good
for catching.
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Kind Of Love Poem
 
there is the way
you sleep soundly
by the window with
the moon haphazard
crawling in between
the blinds. I asked you
before falling off to
sleep to please close
them “I can’t sleep
otherwise” I told you
“it’s too bright”, now
I can’t close them, it
would mean waking
the dead, instead I
am looking at old
pictures from the time
you told me, this
wasn’t a forever kind
of thing, now I’m
turning off the light
pulling up the covers
to your chin, thinking
irony, thinking another
February come and
gone, thinking
thinking.
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Last Night She Dreamed A Crumpled Little Cloud
 
She sleeps while sunrise slowly closes in
While somewhere near a rooster starts to crow
Last night she dreamed a crumpled little cloud
Where I can’t go
 
I’ve seen this look, I’ve watched her fight the sleep
I've seen the look of fire in her stare
But I can’t offer her what she most needs
A breath of air
 
But maybe night if I could catch that cloud
If I could sing her songs to fall asleep
If I could kiss her silent sleeping face
She’d find her peace
 
And somewhere I know dawn is closing fast
Somewhere there’s a dream that cries aloud
And somewhere lies a quiet dreaming girl
A crumpled cloud
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Lavender And Roadkill
 
when I walked, I
walked with eyes up-
held even the screech
of eagle fell longwise,
silver tongued charmer
that she is.
 
green moss enveloped
road edge and blurred
dream chasing clover
towards the mountains
of my youth
 
where all of us
I and you, are some-
where reading these
thoughts and drifting
long some road of
gravel, paved even,
maybe for a while.
 
some time ago, I
thought of you and
let go of
several breaths
I hadn't taken.
 
today
I am many people
with countless dreams
sometimes, smelling
lavender and
road kill.
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Left With The Night And The Known
 
A tired man on a bench once said
all that once was good in life lies dead,
dead as sun in the setting glass
cold as the dew on the morning grass.
And the bottle in the bottle, of the bottle of the man
whispered to him and held his hand.
 
I need some sleep the man then said
with a heavy sigh and a shake of the head.
Dead as the weight, the weight in his eye
the look of the cursed before they die.
And the voice of the voice, in the voice of the man
spoke to the bottle of the bottle in his hand.
 
And the birds about took up their flight
flying from here and out of sight.
Leaving the man with the night and the known
and then I got up, and left him alone.
Goodbye waved the hand of the hand of the man
to the shadow of a dream that had got up and ran.
 
And many a time, a time or two,
I've stopped on a bench to tie my shoe.
And the birds all around have up and flown
to all the places that they call home.
And the soul of the soul, in the soul of the man
has reached for the stars with a faltering hand.
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Lesson, This
 
I was told growing up
to make sure and read
the classics, least one time
before you die, mother said
this all while cooking oat-
meal for breakfast, father
tying his tie for work at
the counseling center, then
it was make sure to learn
your numbers well, this
said while father counted
out the bills, making sure
there was enough for
the next week, years
later it was both of them
sitting at the kitchen table
lecturing on love and how
to find it, this after talking
with father the previous night
about a man who couldn’t
stand his kids and was on
his seventh wife
and counting.
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Let The Fog Roll In
 
Let the fog roll in I say
From the mountains, and no tongue
Has told a lie it didn’t like
Nor sang a song it hasn’t sung
 
Let the fog roll in I say
I’d rather have it here than there
Atop that mountain with the snow
Where only birds can cut the air
 
Let the fog roll in I say
The sun has grown a boring tone
The streetlights make the shadows dance
And make the streets seem less alone
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Letter #1
 
if they ask
what made me
split town, run away
down here,
 
it wasn't
the November weather
the birds all flying south
how our words became
nothing more than
smoke, a breath
of morning fog, no
nothing so poetic
as that,
 
this was a new cold
fear, that wrapped
itself around me,
a dark room, a hand
with a steely glint
of knife.
 
it was the talk
of settling down,
waking up in
the same bed, setting
two forks, two knives,
lighting a candle
for some light.
 
can't you see
i can't see
more than a piece
of tomorrow, shadows
of yesterday that
made some sense.
 
if they ask
what made me
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split town, run away
down to here
tell them I have not
written enough
mad love poems
to die
by the book.
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Like A Man To Alone
 
the sounds from outside mix with the
hammer in my head, mix with the rain
on the roof, tap, tap, drip, drop,
so much noise the robin can’t be heard
 
and I’ve got a nail in my head for the hammer
a song in my head for the rain but no
place for the silence, no place for that
robin, no place for anything of color
 
so I pace the floor, lie up late restless in
my bed with a spring in my back with
a broken string in the rains orchestra
and I make up for it, tap my feet on the floor
 
until the foot grows tired but not tired enough
for sleep, not tired enough for the robin song
I lay awake with an open ear pressed to
the pillow, inside another string snaps
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Little Milly
 
Little Milly with her
ancient dress and hurricane hair,
walked with a limp
and talked with a smile
as big as the moon.
Little Milly danced to
the sad faced stranger
picking a penny from
the walk where she'd walked
a moment ago.
Little Milly with her
waning smile and melting
eyes, spoke to the wall.
'You're lucky', she said
'if you're lucky at all'.
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Living, Too Late
 
bridge jump,
that's what she did
when she was just
a little girl
 
me, I read books
on war, on politics,
tried to be old
when I wasn't
 
run away
with me, that's what
she said three months
from a year ago
 
me, I stayed home
planned life down to
loan payments
and picket fences
 
now what, I can't
save her, not even
god can
she is already
gone
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Looking Back, You
 
were a
judas
 
little lie
like a why
you couldn’t
grip.
 
you slipped, little
mad dress you
wore like
a dance.
 
all fair of
faith and
smashed smell
whiskey breath
 
brown bread
broken, you
wish you could taste
the last
supper
 
we are
all, sometimes,
a lie
spilled from
a cup.
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Marney, The Story Of
 
In the suguargum forest of the wandering way
Ran helliums and helvums and wasters at play
And all of them talked in the same sing song way
And all of them, all of them, all of them played
 
Some called it heaven and some called it life
Some called it sugar and some called it spice
And laughing and laughing they all called it nice
All of them, all of them, but Marney’s wife
 
Wellfore and hereto the happiness ends
The devils come round and round and again
And Marney is dry as a long dead friend
And all of it, all of it, all of it ends
 
And dear Marney’s wife she grieves with a sigh
She plants her flowers on hills near sky
And she speaked to the gubberfly up in the high
She speaked, she speaked, she speaked with a sigh
 
Said hellium to helvum “it’s a sickening sight
Watching this beauty that isn’t too bright
It’s darker, he said, than a garbled moon night
And laughed and laughed and laughed at the sight
 
But Marney’s wife stuck her thin nose in the air
Peppered her floor and salted her hair
And gave not a thought to the way that they stared
And none of them, none of them, none of them cared
 
He isn’t a saint she would sing before bed
While painting her lips a deep purpled red
While watching the door with her pretty eyed head
But Marney, but Marney, had up again fled
 
And moonbeams went by in the sugargum wood
And everyone aged as everyone should
And everyone played as much as they could
All except Marney, Marney just stood
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It wasn’t a thought that crossed Marney’s mind
Not chopsticks or seashores or old father time
But a song she had sung with a lilt and a rhyme
And she sang and she sang and she sang in his mind
 
It wasn’t the heart that had made him run out
He said to himself while choosing his route
But all of the years, the losses and doubt
O the whose to keep in and the whose to leave out
 
It had taken him years and taken him long
But he’d chosen his path with a skip and a song
Known all the moons he had spent with the wrong
But he knew, but he knew, he knew all along
 
So he stumbled on down the old dusting path
That felt of dead flowers, clay and ash
And stared through the windowing frilly sash
For a glimpse of his wife, his love, at last
 
But all that he saw was one plate and one knife
She’d set the table for the rest of her life
And some call it sugar and some call it spice
And nowhere and nothing, nothing is nice
 
And moonbeams went by in the sugargum wood
And everyone aged as everyone should
And everyone played as much as they could
All except Marney, Marney just stood
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Maybe In Some Far And Foreign Field
 
Oh maybe in some far and foreign field
There sits a star that never liked the sky
That much prefers the barren soggy ground
Just as I
 
But here dawn breaks into a busted smile
The pastel clouds soon cover up the sun
This morning is a sad and perfect song
That’s never sung
 
Oh here there’s mourning in the falling rain
And in the birds that sing there soft cuckoo
And the wind will never understand this face
Nor will you
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Mayfly Hatch
 
it was and then wasn’t
and the mayflies were
hatching on the miss-
issippi, hungover drunk
and dry heaving mud
water rushing the
humming wings towards
louisiana, sitting
bedrenched a lone
bystander watching
the flies frantically
make love on street
corner light bulbs
fall flapping wings
and lie on concrete
struggling for life, I
had to laugh at
the way things unfold
all wet and frantic in
the darkness, how
madly the scramble
that ensues from
lustfull wishing, none
of us avoid the
light and barges
carrying our pretty
faces and swollen
hearts are always
floating down the
river, the captain
yelling
we did this
we did this
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Memories Breathe, Again
 
it was a thought, the way that
the moon is a star to a child
who sees the night for the first
time, it was a line drawn by
 
stone between two people who
hated both stones and lines, it
could not be more than what
it was but it was everything in
the way that a breath is.
 
had you seen the way it happened
how it became what it was you
would have thought it ugly
and barren of any life, it
 
would have not held that against
you, it was a catspaw moon that
reminded me of how to love and let
go and still I thought of you.
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Miles From The Moon
 
The moon arose and showed it's face
and blamed its light on a brighter place,
and an aging child on the ground below
dreamed of the things he will never know.
 
While another looked to the moon and the sky
and promised his god a blatant lie,
and a girl sat on a cracking stone
nowhere near where she calls home.
 
And miles to the right of the aging child
down by the sea where the waves grow wild,
not too far from the girl and her stone
I sit wishing, all alone.
 
For over the years I've wished to be
over the years and over the sea.
For over the  sea I've heard theirs a place
where sits your smiles warm embrace.
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Mississippi Moon
 
there were sea gulls then, the
night the moon fell, on the pier
the man, could only watch
the water darken
 
there are words that are alive
in there, the water, ink in
the book that tells us where
we’re headed, you
 
will find the heart in it
just out past, the bottom
where you can touch a
world and not know it’s
 
already in your hands,
that’s today, and this is
where the water’s headed,
it’s, the secret they
 
won’t ever tell, if the
moon’s out, it means, loved
ones, they’re listening
to the way you listen
 
all he said, ” this’ll be
the last night I’ll be seeing
the Mississippi moon”, every thought
is a dream and he’s waking
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Morning Run 7: 00 A.M.
 
Leaves fall, the wind
no longer chained runs wild
a mad dog on the loose
Cerberus is laughing
underneath it all.
 
It all falls down, a branch
below my foot, a leaf
onto the ground, a raindrop
onto dry cheekbones
 
“where are you going? ”
the wind says with a laugh
“and what will you do
when you get there? ”
 
A hammered nail,
a foot pressed
to the ground
is not falling.
 
I press on
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Mother Father, Somedays
 
some days I wait for the fog to roll in
wait for the river to carry the clouds home
wait for the bridge to turn invisible
I walk and watch the bell tower disappear
 
into nothing, the world has gone into nothing
and somewhere a poet describes it as beautiful
somewhere an eye wanders; tries to match horizons
night comes in with a dagger, sits by the fire
 
stone clock strikes ten, then eleven, then eternity
I sit, cold bench, cold hands, cold face
warm my hands together, stare like Peter
hear the clock toll like a dying rooster
 
mother where has all the light gone to
father why did god turn off the city
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Mother, This Graveyard
 
hip bone high I’d water mum’s flowers
when days ended in little shadows
and picket fences held all the world
at bay
 
wet e’m good but don’t drown e’m
she’d yell, the porch stoop looked down
white steps, white house, half a whiskey
barrel holding a sunflower
 
next night same thing, the next as well
as it goes, I grew, but not away from
words spoken to a small boy, words
hummed to rafters for lullabies
 
this is not what I wanted to be
I feel coal, soot on bare feet, I trace
footprints away from those nights
ten black toes on white steps
 
don’t drown me mum, I will never be
anything I want to be, tried that, ended
up here, dry as a desert, brown as
sun baked clay
 
your promises I watered
found them to be plastic flowers
in front of gravestones
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Much Ado About Nothing
 
Keep an eye and an ear out
You might just hear a scrap
Of love and
It’s the wary bird that gets
The worm
The life
The woman
 
And I sit by the window
While the cars pass on the freeway and
They do not know that
Tomorrow will soon come with:
This same look
This same dawn
This same sin
And I do not understand
 
This rush
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My Fault
 
it was inevitable
the frost crept
in and one morning
you wake up
shivering.
 
that was a week
ago, now it’s
been four mornings
where I’ve woken
without wanting to,
held a pen
without wanting to,
written
without wanting to,
and knowing
the whole time
exactly what I
want.
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No Need To Shiver Now The Storms Have Left
 
I’ve never whispered much about my life
Nor have I offered up this veiled soul
To anyone, save maybe once, a love
With eyes like burning coal
 
But oh this hate, that sad and sullen tear
That never once did find a way to cry
That searches for a way in which to flee
From out behind that fire eye
 
It wasn’t I that opened up the curse
But other storms that never quite sat still
And even though the birds sing that it’s over
I doubt you ever will
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November
 
I’d like to think I know it all,
that what happened with her
was going to happen
as all sure things do.
 
I was walking through trees, tall
as buildings I’d lived in, slept in,
looked up at with irreverence, felt
the wind go through me like hell.
 
what I knew was a nothing that
I held closely because I knew it well.
Where I’d gone, what I’d done
people I’d been and been without.
 
I’d been names of faces I didn't know.
Been bricks and mortar, bold bullet
and target more than I ever will admit
to those that sell me love.
 
I’d like to think I know it all
that this year winter won’t come
and the sun will rest heavy on a
midnight heart.
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Now A Flattened Penny, You
 
I have held before a brilliant penny
that shone like a moon, and glinted
with fierce fire, mimicked the sunsets
that bounce off of the bluffs
 
I watched the train cars pass
watched the sunsets come and go
like a film with no end
like a dream that blurs with dawn
 
and now the bluffs stand like stone statues
I hold a cut bronze heart
face carved stern, metal on metal
a song scrawled out in graffiti paint
 
this sun is setting now, this light
does not shine on metal frames
I take my fairytale, dulling penny
clutched in dusty hands
 
and I left it there as the moon broke free
as a new light spilt into the dark
the train came, covered sounds of night
covered the lines of a sculpted pose
 
you are forgotten now
a dull rust moon
as the night circles round
and takes your place
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Now I Say Things Like Tomorrow
 
these streets are clogged with ball and chain,
faces walk with owl eyes, carry
bags of last kisses and goodbyes on telephones,
“tonight” they say, “love will break these chains”
 
so they go in doors, out doors, into
new beds with messy sheets
searching for little stars on ceilings
and a summer goodnight kiss
 
they search, I search, all search
for little promises spread on scrabble boards
for weaknesses in brick walls
for love which none have ever known
 
now I say things like “tomorrow”, I watch
suns rise, suns sink, children walk
down alleys in the dusk, come back
saints and devils, thieves and bible bangers
 
I have found nothingness
no breaks in brick walls
no prophecies in scrambled letters
 
father god, this earth is your ball
you walk in circles round the sun
“love” you say, “I have never quite
figured it out”
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Nursery Rhyme
 
I now find myself singing songs
like when I was a child, when someone
would say quiet now, time for quiet
and I would sing, and sing
 
now I have her, next to me at night
warm body, warm soul, warm eyes
and I sing to myself about wolves
because it makes the moon come alive
 
and outside the snow is deep and cold
this bed is deep and full of icy sheets
I say enough, she moans, I moan, and
we all fall down
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O I'Ve
 
lived a
life filled with
nights, all kinds
in rockers
held by wrinkling
hands, been in
and out of many
beds all sizes
shapes and
places, had
mothers and women
sing lullabyes
and drifted off
to a million different
dreams, tossed
turned and sweated
through them, all
of them even
the ones I don’t
ever mention. then
there was that
silver slivered night
that tip toed by
snuck in and cut
the rug
danced all the
night away to
no one and noth-
ing, I am
always searching
for that sliver
of silver, and you
can’t tell
me no.
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Of Breath And Ghosts
 
the rock a bye
the babies in the treetops
singing bird songs
back and forth feeling
the moon glare on and on
the light becoming
a window
a wall
two eyes staring
up at it all
 
the rock a bye
of the wind in and out
of the screen, in
and out of the lungs, the
mouth, up and
over the tongue
the taste of dawn on
your lips
 
the rock a bye
the call of the whippoorwill
the footsteps of all
your ghosts pacing
the sigh
the cackle
the laugh
the sound of a
shallow breath
leaving.
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Of Love And Mr. Hyde
 
you are hungry, I know
because I am you, the
wolf is alive and well
inside of us, the sky
 
turns blood red, you are
pacing the kitchen. hall. stairs.
I am watching you, I know
we are back again, full moon
 
eyes. She’s got them and
us in their spell, the heart
beats blood into a pulp,
a howl is caught again
 
in the throat. The thrill
is this, I will not let
you out again to
pillage us forever.
 
You are hungry, I know
because I am you, and here
before drunk the bottle and
gone on with it, not tonight.
 
There’s a whisper from
the conscience saying
don’t throw your heart
away, a whole year to the dogs.
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Off Ramp
 
the wrecking ball sun
swung out towards the west,
and I raced it on the highway
window open, radio on,
 
wind whipping
past hair and eyes and a desperate grin
that held no countenance,
while the bitter lights
From the city behind, shone
with a little less sparkle,
 
a little less welcoming, a little
more of a “what could you
have possibly hoped for? ”
and there it is, the exit,
 
that little blue bird, that little ray
of light that never quite leaves, just hides,
and begs to escape,
and I wonder,
will we ever escape
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Old Bill
 
park bench,  three down
from old bill playing chess
with himself
 
the birds sing summer song
old bill mumbles, “rook, king
castle”
 
children run past, mad young
crazy with life lungs, the birds
fly away
 
old bill doesn’t glance up
seems to say, “I’ve seen where
you are going younguns,
 
“laugh before life
takes your queen”
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On A Thief
 
abandon is reckless
and so is the beat of a
heart that is truly
in love.
 
she has her smile on
the one that loves
mystery
like in a movie
or a novel
and she has no intention
of solving
it.
 
her face is aflame
with blush,
her lips blood
red.
while her eyes
scream thief
and murderer
at the
moon.
 
she is both my
dawn and my
sunset, and a
thief
and I do not
know if she wants
to be either
night
or
day.
 
“over there”
I remember
she said
then reached inside
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and stole everything
while I looked
the other
way.
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On The Eve Of A Storm And A Love
 
When all the world is dark, and air
is heavier than it may seem,
and you are everywhere but where
I dream.
 
When clouds roll in and breathe a sigh
and gray has overlapped the blue
the colors differ from the sky
I knew.
 
When thunder nears and rain spills down
and everything is washed away
I wish for you without a sound
and pray.
 
To lose the world I had sought
and place your sky so high above
everything I once had thought
I loved.
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On The Reservation
 
and the night goes, crack
johnny reb eating black jack
lacquered tables for
breakfast,
liquor  poured
down throats, sparks
lit around bent words
with no hope
of straightening
there isn't
any slowing
this train,
but it does
catch a breeze from a
hurricane out east
that blew itself out
over palm trees
and local women
and remember
the story your father
told about jousting
wind mills,
crack
the night goes black
it's beautiful to see
but you can't
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On The West Bank Of The River
 
beyond that river:
a red balloon jumps in a little boy’s hand
and a diner sign reads breakfast for one dollar
this is home to me and I mean this;
 
if there were no bridge, no stone walkway to
that other side, I could never be that boy
across that swirling river
 
but it’s on this side where the shadows flee first
where the cars leak oil onto sidewalks and
ladies flaunt bodies and men their suit coats
 
here is where the youth end up
fake smiles plastered on with
a dash of regret
 
and it's most days, for his sake,
I wish the bridge were out
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On This Old Wood Table
 
i wrote
two lines
in the mud of this
paper painted
white
with old
thoughts
 
i touched the chord
of my dream and
tried to
unplug the
pictures.
 
all static
now.
 
“snow” they say
is coming
over the hills
maybe even
over this one.
 
that angel ash,
that Pompeii puss.
 
somewhere I have
lived this life
before
i’m sure of it.
the weatherman
doing his song
and dance
my hand
brushing crumbs
from my jacket.
 
i wrote three lines.
my finger tracing
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circles
left by coffee cups,
cigars,
the red stains
of spilled wine.
drawing the
geometry
of age.
 
it’s simple
really,
“your words were
never less than
everything”
 
i’ve found it’s
easiest
to say
the hard
things
before you
wake
up.
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One Night, Two Years Past
 
willow tree
beneath long leaves,
centerfolds of
skin, drunk and
lazy, we
fumbled to
the center of
it all.
 
shadows spread
and we,
we spread clothes
and dreamt dreams
I wouldn’t dare
repeat.
 
were you here
I would reach
for you
(but not touch)
were you here
I would write
songs for you
(but not
sing)
 
sometimes late
I dream willow
leaf dreams
and think maybe
I was hung
upside down
by your eyes
and they never
put the
ground
back.
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Only Ashes Are Completed
 
Only rain can tumble slowly
Plummeting towards the ground
Laughing at the fate before it
Dancing softly falling down
 
Only sound can meet the silence
Half between a fleeing squall
Mending fissures silence opened
Building up the fallen walls
 
Only embers fight the coolness
Washing round and spreading doubt
Wearing down the fight within them
Hanging on the edge of out
 
Only wind can make the stillness
Tossing all the calm away
Making leaves like little children
Fleeing from the school to play
 
Only ashes are completed
Dying they have nothing left
Having given all for brightness
Even this their final breath
 
Now only firelight will soothe me
Only cold will calm my heart
Only hope will shatter meaning
Beginning me again at start
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Out, Inside
 
Far ahead I’ve felt
little bits and pieces
of me. Have found
myself inside
 
of me. A piece
has broken off and now
calls itself a different
name. Yours. Now
 
what to do, keep
loving, like this,
from inside of
everything.
 
Or leave
and call it fate,
who can argue
with that.
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Paper Claws
 
You told me, yesterday,
that I lied
from the beginning, but I didn't, I told you
that I was a monster. From day one, I was
nothing more than the dark parts of a heart
that never learned to love. And I told you this.
Over and over
in different ways, sometimes
in actions and each
night we would sleep
and go about our day
in oblivion.
 
And sometimes the monster slept, lay dormant
(as monsters tend to do)  and yet it never
went extinct. It devoured both of us
until we slept differently and
our breaths were more shallow, our touch cold. Can
a touch be hollow? Can a heart pump only
air? I am a monster.
I told you again, and again
and again.
 
Once I believed I was separate, that it
was only a part of me, that we can be both
good and evil, that the cream
separates itself over time. I was wrong dear, and in
a way I did lie, not because I knowingly
lied but because I wanted to believe for myself.
Monsters are selfish
and I am a monster.
 
Were you to hunt me, as
you have for years now, were
you to find me and sit me down.
Tell me we should try again.
That this was meant to be.
That the third time's the charm.
I would agree with you and
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I would hold you in
my paper claws and whisper
&quot;It will never happen
again&quot;
 
Ben Paynter
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Perpetual, This Life
 
sometimes the Madhatter has his way, when
chaos walks the streets with a new suit and
a grin that cries “there’s no tomorrow”
you hug the walls and pray for sundown
 
walking home you envy the homeless bum
and his everyday routine, envy the streetlamps
for their simple tasks, envy the closed signs
on dusty window panes on Main Street
 
you want a life to breathe, to sit and not
have to think about breathing, to walk and
not have to worry about where you are going
but simply right, left, right your way away
 
but then the world falls with a crash
you lose a love, lose a promise, lose your
last bit of hope, and then you drive, you
slip on shoes and run like a swallow aflame
 
you get home breathless, with a new seed
in your heart, a new breath in your lung
a new kiss on your lips, and you think
today would have been a bad day
 
to sit still
 
Ben Paynter
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Picasso
 
stood in front of Picasso’s La Vie
and hated him
for what he was
what he is
what he had been
because
 
every man wants more than
a beautiful woman
pocketfuls of money
to be remembered
like a hell fire sunset
 
so I dreamed of tearing it down
cutting it into little pieces
painting them black and
pasting them on the wall
with my name at the
bottom
 
I dreamt of terrible things
destructive things
things that would get me
remembered
 
but in the end I left it
because all that blue
all that deep darkness
made me feel
at home
 
Ben Paynter
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Plato
 
we do not see it
we see images
of it played out
puppet shows
on cave walls
 
there are trees
growing through cracks
brick walls
being built through houses
words searching
for words in my dry mouth
 
perception
is nothing
love
is nothing
more than this
hand on yours
is nothing less
than two planets
colliding
 
Ben Paynter
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Practice Makes Perfect, Or Something Like It
 
a symphony practices
outside my walls,
in the park where the
pigeons gather for children
one two
skip too ma loo
a little girl lost
her red left shoe
there is laughter mixed with
violins, a cymbal crash, a
little boy holds his breath
one two
skip too ma loo
little boy Jon
is a deep shade of blue
the conductor slips, a
note falls sideways off
a swing, the world
grinds to a halt
one two
skip too ma loo
nothing is perfect
not even you
 
Ben Paynter
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Primacy Effect
 
there are thousands
maybe millions of them
across the great wide
nowhere field while
the sun sets silent.
always.
I am the little bit of
madness that is the love
of you set deep
and blooming into smoke.
I am the welled up wish
begat and rubbed down
into flat metal. the song
caught in the lungs
of anything that sings.
always.
the dark nights you
see them all as fireflies
thousands maybe more
than can be fathomed.
it’s still the first one
you remember.
always.
and how none
are as bright
after that.
 
Ben Paynter
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Queen Of Hearts, You
 
it started with a butane spark 
and three cigarettes later
you declared
“I’m all in”
 
and just like that
everything
changed
 
Ben Paynter
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Reasons For Wakefullness
 
there was the
slipstream moon
falling sideways from
unlevel clouds,
stars rolling around
in water blackness, I
said to you
this is the end
of it all, time’s run
it’s course
planted its seed
and its reaping time, the
rooster done crowed
its final tune, I've
been waiting in the
dirt green weeds
for when
they all call it quits
chewing my
fingernails
to the white bone
of the question and
told you
that its love.
 
Ben Paynter
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Reciprocal
 
This is what we had wasn’t it.
A slow sad song that was stuck
in my head for weeks.
 
Like the time the sink broke
and dripped water till the city
stopped. We were young
 
and young is what we had
clenched tight in soft fists
from soap and formaldehyde.
 
The way we never agreed on
whether a sunset was greater
than a sunrise and how very
 
wrong we all were, but we had
this and that was all that was
needed. How to explain it.
 
This was not a that or a poem
like any other. It was the way
you talked about how Plath
 
made you feel alive and the
irony in that statement. There
was always the irony we had
 
along with the beat of our own
drums. An orchestra could have
never kept up. We always agreed
 
on that.
 
Ben Paynter
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River Stone
 
My stone is black and
cracked three ways
but it still won't break.
 
When I was young, and
they told me over and over
that I was young, I cracked
once and the water and
salt chipped away at my
stone, then hardened.
 
When I was young they
told me I had to stand
on shoulders to see
the great wide world
but I saw the world from
below where no one
looked. They looked down
at me and I, up at
them.
Both of us staring
in the direction
of our future.
 
My stone is black, and heavy
some days, I can
feel it in my pocket
full of gravity and
longing for the center of
the earth. My first
kiss was like this. I
still feel it pulling me.
But my stone is small and
I toss it up
to catch it
in my other hand,
a hand that has not lost.
 
I am older now and my stone
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is smoother. We move away
from likenesses. We feel our
sand we've trailed on behind
us in our lives like many
small gods we all at once
thought important. This is
the story of it all.
 
My stone is black and cracked
three ways, once for each
time I lost faith, and
found it. Tell me,
do you feel it?
the pull? the gravity?
The way we break
and keep on breaking.
 
Ben Paynter
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Run River Red With Sunset
 
we age no more than the river
each day wears away at us all
and the river runs red with sunset
away from the shadows call
 
but high on a bridge in the evening
the waves form pictures below
in a rippled frame i saw you
in a place where i can't go
 
the years and the miles have shown me
no matter the when or the where
it's our heart we give to the ocean
and our words we leave to the air
 
and no matter the why's or the couldn'ts
the shouldn'ts or wouldn'ts or can'ts
our best words are only reminders
that our love is a lonely glance
 
now my hope is the hope of a dreamer
to find you adrift at sea
where the lonely souls come sailing
to see where the winds blow free
 
now run river, red with sunset
i needn't the pictures tonight
i've hid my dream in a bottle
and buried it far from sight
 
Ben Paynter
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Said I To The Girl With Midnight Eyes
 
Can you take this loneliness from me
Will you walk with me down to the lake
Where the birds all fly into the moon
And cattails sway and try to touch the sky
 
I know this is a silent starry night
But can you help the phoenix catch the sun
He needs a heart to speed him on his way
And Icharus is just a ways ahead
 
Ben Paynter
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Said The Sparrow To The Night
 
If you believe the sun is growing black
And sparrows flee the wind because they’re small
Than there is more that you have left to see
Beyond these walls.
 
But all birds fly because they hate the cold
And all the stars and suns are shining bright
And hearts are silent in the distant darkness
Of the night.
 
And still you say your heart is growing wise
Enough to buy all that it’s ever sold
Then I, this sparrow, am too small
And the sun is cold.
 
Ben Paynter
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Serotinous
 
I can feel you at night
in the soft sheets like bed bugs.
You want my flesh and I want you gone.
Were you dreaming when you bit me?
Was it happiness you craved, and
did you find it?
 
I still feel you at night
tossing in my bed, the
thousand teeth in cool sheets.
I have no dreams anymore because
you won't let me.
I wake up with marks on my day.
I scratch and claw at myself
in the shower, in the crowds,
in the stairway at the hospital.
I feel you in the way
a tree feels fire.
 
Are you dreaming? I
hope you are.
And we? We are
all trees
and similarly
fire.  And you?
You were my fire.
From you
I grew.
 
Ben Paynter
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She Is Always Asking Now
 
is this poem about me, what
were you thinking of, whom
were you thinking of when you
wrote these words out, it
wasn’t you this time girl.
 
not this time nor the last time
I sat down to write was it your
face that came to mind but the
 
look of the sky before the thunder
comes and chases out the sun
was what came to these eyes
as well as the way you looked at me
 
when you told me you loved me
but couldn’t and I loved you but
couldn’t just the same and it was
all the same for awhile as you
 
got dressed and made your face up
into a doll of girl of a woman of a
mannequin and addressed the world
with that tart smile of yours,
 
what can I say but it is still you that I think
of sometimes at night even though
I haven’t wanted to, this poem
is about you
 
Ben Paynter
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She Sits
 
writing in her notebook
headphones on
returning the favor
to an oblivious world
 
reminds me of
the carousel when I was young
the first time I read Kerouac
the first time
we made love
 
it's a puppet dance girl
and you've always
danced it well
 
Ben Paynter
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She Was Late
 
I count the cars as they drive past the window
Four blues since you said everything was fine
The rain flows from the street into the gutters
Over both the yellow broken lines
 
One red, one black pass by into the distance
Words come much slower than the falling rain
And deep below where pipes have dreamed of reaching
I wish I called you by a different name
 
And now I think that cars are always driving
To somewhere while their wheels still can spin
Fourteen have passed in total since my asking
Where have you been?
 
Ben Paynter
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Snow Bird
 
How will the bird come back,
fix the feathers, it’s getting
cold out, there’s ice in the bones.
The child is pacing inside of me.
 
This cold is a promise as good
as a word, a shake of the hand
that sits and rots inside you.
Your soul is but a whisper now.
 
It is a nothing to hear a promise
let it become a faith, a tiny flower
buried in snow, the bird
still sitting on the windowsill.
 
It was a blind face that saw
the bird fly, deafness fled with
a pair of wings, a heart left numb
was clawing at the pane of glass.
 
She’ll be back if the winds
are right and the weather’s warm
enough for the taking. I am without
A word for saying, “promise me”.
 
Ben Paynter
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Some Days
 
there's just
no good way
to go about
being sane
 
Ben Paynter
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Some Will Say The Flower Bloomed Too Soon
 
The colors left a month ago and now
This night is cold and dark and filled
With the crack of trees and crunch
Of frozen footsteps
 
A man walks, ponders how much cold
He can take with a smile, with a balled up fist
While the snow falls, hides
His gritted teeth
 
While deep deep down a flower sits
Beneath the snow and ice, beneath
The balled up fist and gritted
Teeth, it blooms
 
And some will say the flower bloomed
Too soon, to hope for survival, to hope for
Warmth, but the man stoops down
And says, “not soon enough”.
 
Ben Paynter
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Someone Has Died
 
down the street, cars
are pulling in, tears
are walking out
looking blindly for him
 
the old man who read
a book for every time
he cursed and smoked
for every kiss, he wasn't
any sort of saint.
 
that man hadn't been
that man since the wife
passed and let the weeds
grow over the garden
 
do not mourn your
father now, he's been
gone for years
 
and years from now
sitting in the park
your kids at play
on the carousel
 
he will be there
and you will recognize him
inside of you
 
he's not so
old now.
 
Ben Paynter
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Sometimes We All
 
fall heavily
up.
she was saying
&quot;tell me
about
the dark&quot;
 
I wanted
a story, the
story of man
where no
secrets held
power.
 
fool moon
glaring down
pulling teeth,
hair, soft
mouth
 
we kissed.
sometimes
it's easier
to kiss
than tell.
 
we all
want that
I think.
 
Ben Paynter
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Somewhere, A Blue Glove
 
Your face, it reminds me, of a puddle
Of gravel I passed yesterday that half
Covered a lone glove with a tattered
Ring finger, and lay, a faded blue flag
 
And I wonder on those cold dark nights
Will this flag be seen, will that tattered
Gaze you cast this way be visible or will it
Be passed by for lack of a matched pair and
 
It wasn’t the blue, the tattered, or even
The ring finger that caused me to picture
That blue glove, but the fact that somewhere
Someone, something, is desperately alone
 
Ben Paynter
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Still Point, You
 
I found love on breaker beaches
on city streets filled with strangers
on nights that spun with drunkenness
and later on forgot
 
it was always “end this night” and
“onto the next” and the world flew
a thousand miles an hour, ten years
at a time
 
I was torn apart, stitched, torn again
dressed in pieces of myself
holding on with two hands, slipping
into nothing, then
 
I found you on a broken night
and a broken moon split the sky
and the world broke down hard
and stopped
 
Ben Paynter
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Stuck
 
to characterize
the ceiling, the
circles chewing
on squares melting
into walls and openings
we walk in and out
of, like consciousness
the shapes of sleep
counting geometry
tracing triangles
to explain the
mistakes of
the day
month
year
the time is finite
once it's gone
it's gone
like a love
like a penny
like a dream
never the
mistakes
 
Ben Paynter
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Summer Carcass
 
Some stories
we only want to tell
the first part. and I
don't even want to
tell you this.
 
I want to leave it at the opening
I want to let it end
with sun filtering
through evergreens and a seat
made of beach grass
I want to know which door
to open
which to close.
It's going to rain tomorrow and
I shut the window.
 
It's summer and
there is no smell of
catastrophe, there are no
broken promises and wind only
brushes hair and fills sails.
Whatever it is,
it isn't a hurricane. It
isn't a tornado whipped up
over the Kansas flats
It was a breeze, it was only ever
a breeze.
 
It's summer and the wind is soft.
It's summer and the beach
is full of sun and people.
It's summer and the wind
is only a feather not a sword.
We should end the story here
in the sun and the cool wind.
We should end this story
in the summer.
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It's going to rain tomorrow and I
cross the hall
close the window in the bathroom.
I make sure to latch it
 
Later, on the beach,
the wind is cold and the sun
is a fractal
that ends in the waves.
I look down at sand and
crushed shells, halves
of crabs and bits of sand dollars.
Behind me
a child yells
&quot;Come look we found
a whole carcass.&quot;
His mother runs towards him,
yelling.
 
It was summer and the body
of the sea lion
blended blindly
into the shadows and heaps
of waterlogged
driftwood.
 
Ben Paynter
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Superman
 
it was barely light out
when I tripped and knocked your
picture off the table, it was
barely light out when I swept
up the glass and wood slivers
with my hands.
 
it was barely light out
when I pushed past tomorrow
and stood, in front of you, but
you can't play chicken with
a rocket,
you can never stop
the goddamn train.
 
Ben Paynter
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Surface, Our
 
We want our knowledge
of grass to be
sun bathed, sea
green and soft,
an earthen blanket
to carpet
our dreams.
 
the thousand blades
deadening sounds
of footfalls filled
with dew and moon
glow, all painted
over fields.
 
we want the ground
beneath the grass
to be white sand
from some deep
dreamed place we
thought of as
a child.
 
what of the
worms and words
living deep,
winding days away
without a drop
of light. or
of the roots
the tangled masses
working deep
in solitude.
 
the waking up
feeling of
rubbing eyes
feeling face,
hands, feet
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touching the chest
making sure
the heart's in there
and beating on
in darkness.
 
Ben Paynter
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The 15
 
When you, when you read this,
when you read this I
picture you sitting underneath
a window, with your head against
the sill.
 
It's dark out and you're reading with
a lamp next to you. It's raining out
and every so often a drop splashes
off the sill
off your hair
off your face
onto the page.
 
It's four years from now. Four years
and you're still somewhere I am not.
You always loved the rain, either that
or I never knew you. Four years and maybe
I never knew you.
 
Either that or I picture you
reading this drunk, riding the bus home
from the bars, the clubs.
Either way is fine.
I picture you reading this
in a rain jacket, you have a scarf
on. You're wearing your tight
jeans. I picture you,
laughing at the title.
 
When you read this I
want you to see yourself in it. I
want the words to fall off the page
into your pocket. I want them
to haunt you. I want you to carry them
home with you,
for once.
 
Part of me, the part I never show you
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worries you will hate me, or forget me.
I should have told you that. I picture
you reading this, grinding your teeth,
like sometimes you did in your sleep.
You wanted a story,
here it is, some story, I know.
Are you on the bus still?
Is it raining?
Is the 15 still never on time?
 
Ben Paynter
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The 56
 
Listen to me. I miss the creativity
of the clouds and how you always
had a shape for them, a man fishing
in a bathtub was my favorite and you
painted it with your finger and even
let me touch you. How were we so
young back then, it was only a year
days and days ago and it feels like
I’ve lived and died and tried again. You
are not alone. I told you that every day.
You believed it sometimes and told me
how you used to pick flowers and dry them
and you had boxes and boxes of dead
colors and how they made you sad enough
to cry but you didn’t because someone
had picked you and you were dried up
and had only a little color left. Listen
to me. Your color was my favorite and
I told you this too and you kissed me
underneath street lamps and above us the
moths died in hundreds and I believed
that’s how love was born. Listen to me.
I have been down to where the ocean
is only a puddle and the waves are breaths
from children’s cheeks and I have
felt the pain of the constant hunt for
the fox that means something. Listen
to me. There are monsters inside
of the truth. There are no ways to
become a part of someone only words
can. A cloud comes, a hat pulled low
over the eyes. Listen to me. I am alone
and this bus is far from home, still
50 miles more to Tallahassee.
 
Ben Paynter
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The Absurdity
 
i was telling sister it was
spring again even though
she knew this but I wanted
her to know it for a sure
thing, she was saying
brother there’s still snow
on the ground, the geese
haven’t even made their
way home yet, it was the
way sure things are sure
until someone says some-
thing, mother’s already
left four messages, let
me know how she’s doing
i’m sure, it’s been four
months since they’ve
spoken, even the phones
have been silent on
both ends, it’s what hap-
pens when sister keeps
going back to the stuff, she’s
saying there’s still ice
on the river, the trees still
crack at night sometimes,
but sister the sun’s back
and I saw the color yellow
yesterday, what you have
here is an absurdity, how
to tell mother I’m stoned
with my sister and arguing
about spring.
 
Ben Paynter
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The Difference
 
Call it a memory
if you will, call it
a moment when
god blinked.
And a bell tolled
for days on end.
There was a moment when
I saw you
by the river
with your hair
flowing like the water
underneath our feet, there was
the world between our toes;
cold sand grit, a leech
we removed with salt.
You never
went barefoot
again.
It’s as if
this moment
is that
one,
without you.
I blinked.
 
Ben Paynter
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The Laboratory
 
i've been to the boneyard
with it's cold air and wintry breath
all wrapped in frost and held
the hand of a dead man cold
 
there were other bones crying
out for other bones and i just
sat there like an old man
in a rocking chair watching
 
the sun set, it's a beautiful thing
but there are old songs playing
in the back of the eyes and the
head is thinking old thoughts
 
the bones are growing weary
friend what will happen when
they care not to sing or dance
but only slumber, the wind is
 
cold outside, inside the air
is the back of my neck the
look in a dead man's eye
as he stairs into the nothingness
 
old bones rattle new bones
a voice speaks behind the table
a man moves his new bones
to explain the old bones
 
i follow with an old look
the long fingers carressing long
gone skin, there is a feeling
of deep dark lonliness when
 
it all gets like this and the
lights seem to flicker with madness
you are going mad but only
at the pace of the bones
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and the breath keeps up with
the sighs and steps and the heart
plays jukebox tunes that no one
knows the words to, it's all gone
 
just like that the old man
took his life with that last breath
of his, what little choice there is
 
in all of this, a woman smiles
outside this room, a pair of feet
are going somewhere far away
 
i am blinking but the eyes are dark
and dry and the air is dark and dry
and the room is dark and dry
and the old bones are wet with formaldehyde
 
what hands have held the nothingness
more than now? there is a whisper
on my lips that says that life is walking
out the door the world is walking by
 
the door, i have wondered about
how it all works sometimes you
hold so little so much then it's all
dry dust in hands that grasp at air
 
and she's gone and wouldn't you know
the world's just a beach ball caught
in a current and it spins madly, laughing
madly, always madly, these bones
 
are tired and want some sleep
the woman is not smiling now
this man died of a heart attack
and lung cancer and the slow cloak
 
of age. where will the woman go
without that smile there is a coffee shop
down the street
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a beggar on the corner of third
 
but she's never read my poetry
and i doubt she ever will
 
Ben Paynter
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The Light
 
tin mugs
with water
flecked liquors
whiskey from
a day ago
some prayer
said to my
reflection
the fire
snap crackles
hymns sung
and light
flicks on
and off
in her eyes
sometimes
even god
can't see
you
 
Ben Paynter
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The Mississippi 1: 00 A.M.
 
It’s a snake, dark black
look out or it will
eat you alive. I’ve
heard it said
you can drown
in a teaspoon
of water. This is
a lifetime of those.
 
a foghorn blast
a wave breaks on the rocks
a picture in my glove compartment
a part of me
is drowning
 
is that a tear?
a goodbye?
a coat pulled tight
around the shoulders?
 
It’s just another night,
when did everything
become so goddamn
important.
 
Ben Paynter
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The Moon Has Waned
 
no moon tonight
this earth is black
as the corners of
deep shadows,
 
oak trees cover
streetlights, your hands
cover the stars, I
trace nothing shapes
 
the sun sunk down
with your goodbye
it is a good night
to fly, Icharus
 
should have waited
for a night
with no moon
 
Ben Paynter
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The Pattern
 
there was meaning once
            in the way
     the stars were scattered
                 helter skelter
and you
        would try and trace
           patterns
the meaning was
        hidden
in cryptic breaths
of air
            a hand brush
hair on eyelashes
      blink
         they said 'where
 will you find love
               it isn't
up there
and i never
        did find it
in the stars
a quick brush
eyelash
on cold cheek
          love fell softly
            into a dark ocean
 
Ben Paynter
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The Photographer
 
you were saying that it wasn't
very fair how some people
got it and others didn’t while
taking pictures of how trees
 
died. then there was the walk
into the woods and the snow
and ice and you saying it was
a metaphor for how shadows
 
felt. I was following your
footprints to the turnaround
listening to the click of the
lens, watching light go in
 
and out. you were saying
how you liked loud music, how
it felt like flying sometimes, how
it made the puppet dance in-
 
side of you. it was the way you
held the camera while telling me
“it’s how you hold your head”
 
in two hands sometimes, weeping.
 
Ben Paynter
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The Question
 
what is love, love
is a long night
you pacing madly
in my mind, I
 
have felt it, but
I have felt it carefully
held it gently
with gloved hands, this
 
question, I have
answered by losing
it, letting it softly
walk away, and
 
I have seen more
questions than stars
in the mad broke eyes
of grandfather, let
 
it go, pass by
the guitar man on
the corner, a mother
smiles at me, she
 
has already forgotten
me
 
will you?
 
Ben Paynter
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The Question Of Wings
 
think of the sparrow how the
nighttime withers in the face
of moonlight, it’s a missing kind
of hope that leads a lonely heart
 
to water, think of the flight of
the wind, the sparrows are
eating bread and holding court
of which I am a suspect, they
 
are taking flight and will be
eating bread in Stockholm, sip-
ping water from fountains in
the courtyards of Versailles
 
to have wings, my dear and
sit atop the towers, fly away
and perch upon an old tree
lonely with a hundred years
 
of bark, think of the sparrows
the ones that nest in my rafters
and how they are forced to share
in a young man’s sorrows
 
Ben Paynter
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The Scavenger
 
where you are is out in the wild
with the horses and the wind’s
blowing strong I know because
you’ve told me, that it is not
 
always the way the wind blows
but how it blows and to where
and it’s west today, you are on
the far side of the Mississippi
 
there are miles and miles of heart-
beats in between us, cities full of
them, beating away the dust of the
earth, place your ear to the ground
 
you can hear them and the secrets
of the earth are in there with the
worms the birds pick off the side-
walk after a rain,
 
dig far enough
you will find a black box wrapped
in an old flannel coat, my hearts
in there and getting colder.
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The Secret
 
I cannot tell because I do not know
but I have been to where it might lay
and walked the hands of clocks
around, till mornings stood in marching
 
lines. What then, what then, what then dear friend.
“This walk is long and wearisome.
This path is dark and drearisome”, you said.
A light bulb, flickers, dies, I go to bed, but
 
dawn will come again in fire.
Yesterday was but a coal it told me,
and I will rise and rise and go
where others go but haven’t gone
 
to bed. To bed, or just to die, it’s
a melancholy world with a black eye,
a chip on the shoulder, a cold streak.
An “I love you” lost in the wind
 
Ben Paynter
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The Storm, And All
 
It's old, you're old, and well,
I'm the rain.
 
This isn't a new dance, once,
even I told you
this wasn't a
dance at all.
And you smiled.
 
Once, then, another time
we were young
and I didn't think of
all the dark days
and well,
back then
I didn't think so much
at all.
 
But let me
predict the future
briefly, with a short
story. Some night,
down the road I come
home,
and say nothing.
 
You ask me what's wrong
and I say
nothing, and for awhile
nothing is wrong,
but, nothing is
dangerous.
As dangerous
as nothing air
for fire.
Nothing lives
in a
vacuum.
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Who we are is
bent nails.
Who we dream is
a hammer.
 
When you ask me
(as you always ask me) 
Where is it
we are going?
I shrug my shoulders
and well,
someday I'll just tell you
nowhere.
 
I would like it to be
different.
I would like it to make
sense.
 
I would like to be the rain, well,
and also
the storm.
 
Ben Paynter
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The Trouble With Love
 
It goes like this
She offers her hand
You take it, she
Pulls back, says
“It’s not that cold”
 
She offers her eye
You catch it, she
Takes it back, says
“Keep your eye on the road”
 
She offers her heart
You take it, she
Lets you hold her, says
“I’m dying”
 
Ben Paynter
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The War
 
it was jon I was talking
to, when he brought up
vietnam and how he
flew planes back then
 
'flew em fast and high'
he’d say with the drunken
devil look in his eye
and he shot them bastards
 
down, now he drives a
sportscar like the one him
and dan had talked of buying
before dan was shot
 
down, one dream fulfilled
other dream ran lickety split into
napalm blasts and the jungle
gets bright for a second, the
 
door slams shut, he drives
away with a sigh, its nearly
sunset on another day
the war’s not over yet
 
Ben Paynter
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The Will Of A Lover
 
Cover the ground with snow and white
Bury the town in soft moonlight
Watch the buildings flee from sight
On a lovers night
 
Chase the flakes with a windy blow
Wave them where they always go
Deep in wooded forest hollow
Where the trees dance slow
 
Lay us here, just her and I
Neath the snow and a lovers sky
Neath the snowflakes passing by
While lonely dies
 
Then let the trees and the moonlight sing
Let the snow and the cold wind bring
These flowers and stones to form a ring
And know that love’s not ending
 
Then bury us, just her and I
Neath the snow and a lovers sky
Neath the footfalls passing by
While lonely dies
 
Ben Paynter
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The Words Aren'T Always Everything
 
Do not read too deep and soon forget
Do not look into this shade of night
But let the wind and words pull you along
Left than right
 
Then let me be the canvas for
The boat you built those summer nights
With only hands and little dreams
For sight
 
Ben Paynter
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There Is A Place
 
there is a place, i've heard it said
where the whipperwill runs mangity mang
wild down the side of the ganges
and the wild brush is orange
and red and bursts into flames
when a song is sung just right
 
and the light from the flames block
out the sun and the clouds and the wars
and the whipperwill sings his nangity nang
song, o there is a place inside my head
 
here, these days, i go instead
and the wars and the lies and the pangety pangs
can't come in here, no the doors been
done barred locked for hopes sake
and there's a chair that rocks and sits
and rocks for sanity sake
 
lockity lock that door forever boy, never
let a stranger in, not even a mother, brother
sister, father, it's your own place for the taking
keeping yourself down deep in something
that makes the wind mean something
 
and the whipperwill sings his nangity nang
and runs mad wild down the ganges with
the devil hot on his heels
and all that's green with life and envy
bursts yellow and orange, white hot,
into flames.
 
Ben Paynter
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These Empty Bones Are Flying
 
Hollow, I am hollow inside and the
Sun was out and the roof was tinted
Topwise down into the wall shadows
While birds falling in love fell with
 
One another, the dust is growing dusty
Old man, even the wildflowers full
Of reasons are dropping golden petals
On floors of mausoleums, I am with-
 
Out a way of speaking fullness only
Hollow words and songs are sung
Now and ears are growing hollow
With the nothing melodies of these
 
It is the way the rain hits dry earth
And disappears, the way a key fits
Into a lock, how the wind comes and
Goes from nowhere, I trace your face in
 
Dust for remembrance, old man
You will know I fell away even before
I fell and felt the weightlessness
Of hollowness and how it’s easier to fly
 
Ben Paynter
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These Eyes Have Grown Tired Of Complacency
 
I promise hollow words to deaf ears
I say things like 'the sun will explode tonight'
So I sit on cold steps, face pressed west
Pocketknife in hand, carving lost stars
 
But the fog rolls in thick from cold rivers
Dances madly on brick walls
These clouds have put
This city to it’s
Bed
 
And I long for that brilliance
That explosion of bright chaos
That quiet build up of
Lost passion
 
These eyes have grown tired
Of quiet nights on steps
Of cloudy days on streets
Of no balls of flame inside
Those eyes
 
I sit with an anchor in my pocket
Gnashing heart pressed tight to chest
“burn, burn, burn” it says
Before I learn
Complacency
 
Ben Paynter
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These Words Are Ladders Out Of Here
 
These words are ladders out of here
I’ve climbed them every night until,
the last rungs gone a ways from sight
and the moon is still.
 
Up here there is no city dust,
no lights track my shadow low,
no red light commands I stop
and so I go.
 
It’s quiet here on balcony’s
in windows that look down like god.
The world, it barely breathes from here,
a stagnant bog.
 
And so I climb my ladder down
to breathe again a maddening breath
of everything that this life is
as well as death.
 
Ben Paynter
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They Are Saying
 
They have said, I have heard
it spoken now, I am obsessed
can’t stop talking, death, about it
this time, if not one it’s another.
 
Call the priest, they’re joking
of course, what good would that
do in the end, all’s fair, no one
can cheat the last breath out.
 
Call the dogs off, the cats in.
The crows are flying low again,
you can’t get an honest answer
anywhere, the where the how
 
on any given day. It could
be there knocking on your door
just to say hello, not today
but another and who knows when.
 
Preparation, I tell them, over and
under and over, tie the knots and
cut the strings that always got you,
held you too low down for good.
 
It’s not, repeat, isn’t, an affair, some
sort of love, that’s not, it, is how the
night has always been a friend.
Will you answer? When it knocks?
 
Ben Paynter
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This Bird, This Metaphor
 
There is the question of life and I
Questioned it again on my way to
The next town, somewhere in between
This place and wherever this road
 
Takes me, and I drew a bird once with
Only one wing and it flew in circles on
My page, around and around and finally
Gave up and sat just lead and lines
 
And now I follow these lines, this gray road
To another place where I will find yet
Another metaphor for life, it is a compass
Without a north, it is a lie without
 
A point, it is a grit toothed smile
It is a sunset without a moon, it is one
Step after one step, left than right, than
Circle and circle and slowly, slowly fade
 
Ben Paynter
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This Is The Way The World Ends
 
eyes open,
door swings on latches
bent from wind too old
for the north. cuts at
irises, you close,
we close eyes
frantic for the dark.
 
in Jefferson
late for school
I ran on side streets as
geese flew in V’s and made
arrows out of flight.
 
at home were eyes,
and family that said
I needed to grow up
which meant I couldn’t
turn my head sideways
and grin at squirrels.
 
once put my finger
in the dust of an old Chevy
with no wheel wells
and windows like
chalkboards, I wrote
“leaving on a
jet plane” then left
and never looked back.
 
I had wine
for breakfast
and never once wore
matching socks. then
later, to remind myself
I rolled pant legs up
and jumped and splashed
a man in a business suit
for looking too serious.
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old tricks die hard
and now, closed mouth.
rain slants down at
windows with rhythmic
precision. I tell myself
this is it. winter’s here.
jimmy cricket ain’t
ready.
 
Ben Paynter
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This Is What
 
we are
a compilation
of skin, the bed bugs
in the hair, our teeth
rattling on words, the
stomach full of
disrepair, birds
chew rocks, I chew
what the mind can’t
fathom, in itself
digest the words
you won’t feel it
during, after, ten
years from now
only you at the
table with a pen
picking your teeth
 
Ben Paynter
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This Life Thing
 
rhymes i can do
with a flick of the wrist
and a somersault's done
with a jump and a twist
but this life thing is where
i always fall flat
and so here i'm writing
from the floor, on my back.
 
Ben Paynter
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This Love That Lies One Sided
 
And I,
The traitor that I am
Have not a promise kept,
Nor have the birds flown backwards
Nor have the statues wept.
 
And I,
The devil that I am
Have not much more to give,
Nor can I offer kindness
Nor can I let this live.
 
And you,
The one eyed love,
Have not a promise kept
Nor has the clock spun backwards
Nor have I wept as yet.
 
But I,
With you and all my love,
Have a little heart that’s left
That you have not yet taken
That you have yet to get.
 
And I,
The beggar that I am
Am no more saint than soldier
But begged for what I dreamt
The love I thought you were.
 
Ben Paynter
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This Morning Holds Enough For Only One, And Then
 
come back to bed my broken morning
I need to write down something beautiful she said
I held her while the sun came storming
onto our soft and secret bed
 
and if this be the last and only
time you ever write this down
I hope that all you’ve ever thought
to say
comes out
 
come back to bed this sun will sink again
these sheets will grow as cold as ice she said
and now I love all that is ever winter
and all that once was cold and dead
 
I need to patch a cracked and broken dream
this morning holds enough for one
but only one
and then
you will
be done
 
Ben Paynter
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This Place Is Haunted, I
 
there’s a ghost in the halls of this place
that’s what they tell me, and last night
the stairs creaked, the lights flickered
and the room smelled faintly of jasmine
 
I went to bed and dreamed of one, light
as a feather, softer than air, and she hummed
a lullaby, with a smile on her face, with
a beat in her heart, with a breeze in her hair
 
and I woke up to an empty bed with sun-
beam streaming in, with no song in my head
no beat in my heart, I dressed with a
hopeful eye, the smell of jasmine on my shirt
 
and its in my car three blocks from home
at the rail crossing on Third I grasped
how very hard it is to say
goodbye
 
Ben Paynter
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This Storm Has Left, You
 
first the sky grows dark
obsidian black, like the backs of deep shadows
then the thunder comes
an angry train that does not slow for town
i sit stonefaced, wind all around
watching leaves whip past
fallen memories
 
then the lightning strikes
fire on stone, sparks like the fourth of july
the rain pours down
brilliant waterfalls from moon beam caves
we part ways in storms
words fall on deaf ears
of memories
 
Ben Paynter
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This We
 
this thing we are
this dance we try and
replicate
 
i do not see it
working
 
i do not blame it on
the stars or on the
cold hands of doubt
that worked their way in
somehow
 
i blame it on those moments
when the world should have
stood explained with little
lines that say
'go here', then, 'do this'
but
it never quite happened
that way
 
what now
 
a lone kiss
goodbye
or
a farewell that will never
quite happen
 
Ben Paynter
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Three Weeks From Now, You
 
in keeping with this gray sky I walked
to the post office with a broken step and
tossed my letters on the counter and tried
to exit just as quickly as I had come in
 
'there's too much snow in Denver' I heard
the man behind the old wood desk say while
glancing at my letter's destinations, 'they
won't get there until at least three weeks from
 
this very day' and that's how it goes, I guess
snow everywhere, snow in Anchorage, snow in
Boston, but never any snow here to pale up
this gray that's etched itself so deep into this sky
 
what is it my father used to say, 'chin up boy
keep that stiff upper lip, can't let the world get
to you', so I look down, count my heel steps
and kick gravel along the sidewalk back to home
 
maybe never go back, maybe just keep walking
towards somewhere where the sky looks a bit less
like the dust that's fallen on your picture frame
like the emptiness that invented its own color
 
Ben Paynter
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Tiresome
 
I’ve never felt like I could
Unlock that chest
Unlock that door
Unlock that part of me
 
But the wind blows black
Hands me a key
Hands me a promise
Hands me a steady hand
 
Sleet falls like little bullets
Pierces the chest
Pierces the heart
Pierces that part of me
 
And one can’t always hide
In the shadows
In the corner
In that little space of night
 
It becomes so tiresome
 
Ben Paynter
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To The Tree Hugger In Times Square
 
The rain falls and David will not win today
While his sign screams “Save the Trees”
And everywhere the world is go, go, go
And the sky is rain, rain, rain
 
I watch your words fall mutely
Bounce, and become raindrops, watch
The stony words you throw get brushed aside
By windshield wipers, by tight squinted eyes
 
Watch the brave word “change” you shout
Get stamped out by black black shoes
By men with umbrellas held like spears
And briefcases like little black shields
 
While the days and days and people pass
While the world spin, spins, spun the same direction
While the rain slips down windows like glass tears
While all the islands slip into the sea
 
You stand there, glare angrily at it all
While ten thousand pairs of legs walk past
Cross off “trees” change to “countless people”
As Goliaths brush past with closed axe eyes
 
Ben Paynter
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Tonight I Think Ill Let The Winter Take Me
 
Dusk to dusk
And head to pillowcase
And tonight I think
I'll let the winter
Take me
 
Pace and pace
Until everything is too tired
To ever dream of
Ever being tired
Again
 
Smile and nod
Shake hand after hand after
Promise after hand
Until the hand falls off
With the truth
 
Action reaction
Shiver more when the cold
Is brand new and
The image of green grass
Is still fresh
 
Wander this place
Search for another world
With a black moon
And a god that says
I’m here
 
But dusk to dusk
And head to pillowcase
And tonight I think
I'll let a promise
Take me
 
Ben Paynter
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Tornado Season
 
the siren sounds and the world turns to dust
the trees spin about like little brown tops
while all the leaves run frantically away
and the people yell, hide, hide, hide
 
it’s tornado season, time for those pictures
of staircases to heaven, where no one wins
and it will be written that it’s impossible to win
and I sit here on the stoop, count the tumbleweeds
 
and all that matters is when the dust settles
and they look down; see a body covered in sand
clutching a tumbleweed with a smile on his face
they will shake their heads, mumble in their safe talk
 
the winds are here; time to sign the will, lock up
the treasures and bury them and the key, time
to say goodbye, say hello, say anything while
my only sight becomes the shade of sand
 
Ben Paynter
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Trapped
 
I tried to
fly an albatross
on a string
cage a lion
between three
words
 
you told me
“I’ll never be a
live to love kind of
girl” and that’s the
kind of girl you
were,
 
I never wanted to
clip your
wings.
 
and it only made me
love you
more.
 
Ben Paynter
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Tree Swallow, A
 
twig snaps
little twist
and water
cacophony
a bird on
a wire, little
glint of
belly white
diving mad
at the
turquoise
 
very little
happen stance
of pilgrims
jettison of
sins and
clouds and
all the sun
gods finding
their
believers.
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Tree, The
 
For ten years now
I’ve watched this tree
lose life gain life
lose color  gain color
and grow
because of it.
Now a woman
sits below it
with more life
than I have known
and lost
again, all
my leaves are gone
stripped down bare.
This coarse bark
is all the I
that I am.
Hope is
a budding leaf.
 
Ben Paynter
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Try To
 
understand the frustration
of putting something, this
thing, down on paper and
then try to help the eyes
 
understand that it is not
paper, but words, and only
words, that they are alive
and moving and trying to
 
understand themselves as
much as any of us, then
picture the intellectuals
and thinkers trying to
 
understand what's behind
it all, where the meaning
lies in hiding and asking
are the demons back? try to
 
understand the frustration
of making a word more
than itself and sitting back.
let them be, let them be.
 
try to.
 
Ben Paynter
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Wait For The World, I
 
night waits for the last eye of a house
to close, that last light in a room to darken
but no more, I sit up, wait for dawn
wait for the street sweeper to pass Main
 
I burn the candle wick, burn the street light,
burn the little rays that poke through
the windows, I say “what are you doing up
it’s time for the shadows shift'
 
then the birds come, the sun comes and
the people come, in windows, out doors
on sidewalks, by bus, by car, by train
stomp and chase the shadows gone
 
and life sounds like a broken song, some-
times I catch myself singing it, shake it off
light a cigarette, wait for the street sweeper
wait for when the world pulls the plug
 
Ben Paynter
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Warmth Has No Place Here
 
she has not stayed the same since last fall season
she has grown warm like an Indian summer, like a breeze
that heats the frost, and I missed the cutthroat winds
of winter, with the dark part of my insides
 
I missed that icy glint of passion, that murder wind
sharp as newly whetted knives, cut straight to the
heart of everything, instead we sat indoors, played
games, with words like forever and what now
 
I shuffle blue notebooks on dark wood desks
like many square bruises filled with chicken scratch
I drown myself in darkened basements while
snow falls inside through open windows
 
warmth has no place in here, no hold on me,
if this ember burns in ice, it burns in anything
 
let them have their summer love that blooms during
the warm times, the pleasant times, the enjoyable times
give me the winter love, that does not fade with cold streaks
place an ice hand on my heart, stop its wandering eye
 
do not cry
this heart
is cold
as stone
 
Ben Paynter
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We Tried To Paint A Fire In The Snow
 
Red and orange, yellow
Maybe a touch of blue
Paint the sky with fire
And the snow with a barren hue
 
Can we catch these shadows with our hands
Or will the dusk refuse to play our game
I think the streetlamps want to breathe awhile
Before we fit them with a starry frame
 
The people pass and nod their vacant eyes
We paint them with a dash of loneliness
The keys for home sit anchored in their pockets
And all the words are written on their breath
 
The snow is whiter than the stone I found
That summer day in august at the shore
We said it looked just like a tiny moon
You held it till the daylight closed its door
 
But now the snow is growing cold as dawn
And all its left is pictures we could paint
That show two lovers with a broken brush
You paint a sky that I describe as faint
 
Red and orange, yellow
Maybe a touch of blue
I’ve painted love with fire
And the snow with a barren hue
 
Ben Paynter
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What It Takes To Be Heard
 
poem
after
poem
like little
raindrops
until
 
maybe
i make
a puddle
 
Ben Paynter
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What Morning Holds
 
it wasn’t a pleasant dream
that made me start
awake
but an image of myself
with no head
and coal where my
heart had been
 
it wasn’t the rising sun
that woke me from
my sleep
but the quiet foreboding
that morning held
much worse
 
Ben Paynter
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When All Is Said And Done
 
When every word is said and done
And silence meets its fate
When all the songs are cried and sung
And time decides to wait
When rain is only lullabies
That fall on deafened ears
When heartbreak meets its slow demise
And sadness has no tears
When every flower lies to spring
And blooms within the snow
When love is an uncommon thing
When that day comes you’ll know
That though the world slowly fades
Some things will stay the same
That even in the darkest days
One thing will still remain
My love, like a forgotten scent
That brings a memory
And like every single moment,
Will beg eternity.
 
Ben Paynter
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When Looking Do Not Look
 
so long to believe that you have
seen it all, there is always more
behind the window that isn’t so
easily seen, the glass is always
 
beautiful you say when the sun
dances down on soft feet and
hits the panes just right, you
see yourself but not the boxes
 
and old picture frames behind
it all the luggage waiting to be
packed the typed up letter on
the bed stand sealed with a dry kiss.
 
it was love but love is glass
that hides and breaks with a single
glance if glanced at wrongly
you must look quickly hold with
 
gloved hands what you have, one
day you might open your own
shutters and she will see and think
she understands.
 
Ben Paynter
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When Those Days Come
 
I hope when those days come,
when the sun begins
its frantic dance across a darkening sky,
when clouds roll in,
and flowers bloom
without ever knowing why.
When wishing stars sift downwards
and settle down on drooping eyes
you will forget they've fallen.
 
But if this be my last wish, I wish
with all the stars I've wished upon
that when I'm gone you will not miss
the blackened holes I've left behind.
Instead you'll see the blinding light
of smiles twinkling in the sky
then laugh and dance with me tonight
before my last sunrise.
 
Ben Paynter
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When You Inquire Who This Poem Is About
 
It's just a poem.
I get this out so that it stays that way
It's just a poem,
not my own thoughts
or soul bared violently for you
to read, it's just a poem.
Words and letters that mean (meant?)
something for brief moments when
they did my bidding.
It's just a poem, don't bother digging
deeper, trying to peel back layers
it's just a poem. I feel now as you
did at some point.
Life goes on,
and these words too
will pass and fade and
however very much
significance in a prick of a pin
or a lightning storm this
is just a poem about
a poem.
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Where River Bank Leads To A Stream
 
It isn’t quiet nights that hold the key
Nor does the stony moon hold what you seek
But all you’ve loved and love holds you
In restless sleep
 
So find where riverbank leads to a stream
And watch the season slowly trickle by
Then in the sand and tall grass find your peace
And say goodbye
 
Ben Paynter
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Where The Cracks In The Stonework Deftly Meet
 
O look a ways down the sunset street
Where a sad green tree sighs beneath
A building hung down with drying sheets
Where the cracks in the stonework deftly meet
 
There’s an older woman with just one eye
Who cackles and winks at the summer sky
While the sheets hang low and the warm winds dry
And the cracks grow wider by and by
 
O look a ways down the sunset street
While you’ve still two eyes and still two feet
Neath a building hung down with drying sheets
Where the cracks in the stonework deftly meet
 
I think there’s a picture that you can paint
With the one eyed lady as a brilliant saint
And brush the handsome with a stroke of faint
Then paint the sky without constraint
 
O look past Main and the dusty crowd
Past the money and walk of the proud
Then whisper hello and wink out loud
And paint your silver on a dusty cloud
 
Ben Paynter
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Why I Walk Awake
 
why I walk awake
is that for years I dreamt
and kept on dreaming.
seeking
answers in the quiet
of the night
and the play things
of my mind
 
I slept
and swept broken
bones and hearts
and eyes
and tired legs
beneath the bed
even words
I'd meant or
thought I'd meant
fell loveless to
the wood and dust
and still I slept
and slept
 
I spoke
unconscious of
the weight
the world holds
on dreams
&quot;let me live&quot;
I said, but knew
nothing
felt nothing
painted over
cracks with pictures
I'd seen others
paint and held
nothing of
myself.
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then the old oak
tree, by window
that grew from
a sapling
big as my ring
finger, fifty
or a hundred
years ago
went tapping
and rattling
the glass and
frame of the
window of my
world
 
why I walk awake
is not the tree
or the song of
morning bird
or breath of
lover torn from
sleep, but that
my own breath
felt hollow
with my eyes
closed.
 
Ben Paynter
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Why You Smiling
 
Why you smiling, you in that chair
made of glass?
Why you smiling, breathing that air
like it's glass?
 
At dawn I climbed the mountain
to look down
for nothing else
than to look down
on something.
And you,
you were smiling somewhere
thinking, I'm sure, 'what a
lost cause' I was.
And I was.
 
And you were smiling down below
the cold and clouds
below the rock and ice.
No avalanche would change
that.
And I smiled too, sometimes
when I could climb above things
and think of you
down in the belly of it all
smiling.
'You strong' they say.
But I'm not and never have
been. I need to get away
to understand, I need an
escape just to smile.
 
O the miles and miles
I've traveled just to
smile, and you?
You smiled at home
washing the dishes
fighting away tears
and cursing through
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your teeth, and I was
never so strong
as that.
 
Ben Paynter
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Window Wall
 
there is a person
beneath my window throwing rocks
 
come out he says
tonight “old man” is playing his guitar
 
there is a crack
in my window now that I look out
 
a knock at my door
but it’s locked
 
I have long ago
thrown away the key
 
Ben Paynter
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You
 
wrote me
a poem once
that read like
something I
would have written
for a funeral.
you filled it
with black flowers,
I held no rose
my eyes wandered.
a moment
flashed by
in the window
of a streetcar,
the light turns green.
I go again
to the place we met
down by
the river.
 
Ben Paynter
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You Are
 
colder than maybe
a winter star that's never
seen a summer night
 
Ben Paynter
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Your Hands Were Just A Little Too Cold
 
i wished on the moon tonight
because the stars were too much
like fireflies
and your hand was just a little
too cold
for summer
 
the moon looked back
laughed
said
'i ain't no crystal ball'
 
and somewhere Hughes
glanced down and said
'that's what i meant'
 
Ben Paynter
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Z
 
you were never much of a lover
and i was never much of a friend
so i think that us together
made a fairly good end
 
Ben Paynter
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